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SUMMARY OF PROJECT
Data Base Management and Analysis of Fisheries in Illinois (Project F-69-R( 1-3)) is a continuation
of F-46-R with significant additions. A statewide system of creel surveys was implemented and
resulted in 52 annual, daytime creels and 13 nightime creels being completed on impoundments
ranging from 13 to 18,900 acres. A highly stratified random design produced 95% confidence limits
of ±10-30% of mean total harvest and ±5-15% of total angling effort for most of the daytime creel
surveys. Comprehensive software packages were developed for statistical analyses of creel surveys
and incorporation of creel data into the State Fisheries Analysis System data base.
The Final report is divided into four Aquatic Ecology Technical Reports 90/9 through 90/12. The
'Manual for Fish Population Surveys (DOC9 package) for the District Fisheries Analysis System
(FAS)' (90/9) updates the package of data entry and analysis at the District level, which has so far
provided data from 231 state-managed impoundments that occupy 14 Mbytes on the statewide data
base. The 'Creel Survey Manual for the District Fisheries Analysis System (FAS)' (90/10) is a major
update on the package for statistical analysis and reporting of creels. The State Fisheries Analysis
System (State FAS)' (90/11) describes the layout and function of the fish population survey and
creel data components of the statewide data base, the procedure for uploading creel summary data,
and output programs. Finally, The Fisheries Analysis System (FAS): Creel Survey and Lake
Analyses' (90/12) contains an analysis of precision of creel surveys, a study that predicts numbers
of active anglers from car lot counts by season and lake type, an analysis of the diurnal variation of
anglers by season to correct for bias in fishing intensity estimates, and an update on the lake
documentation program.
This technical report is part of the final report of Project F-69-R (1-3), Data Base Management and
Analysis of Fisheries in Impoundments, which was conducted under a memorandum of
understanding between the Illinois Department of Conservation and the Board of Trustees of the
University of Illinois. The actual work was performed by the Illinois Natural History Survey, a
division of the Department of Energy and Natural Resources. The project was supported through
Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration (Dingell-Johnson) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the
Illinois Department of Conservation, and the Illinois Natural History Survey. The form, content,
and data interpretation are the responsibility of the University of Illinois and the Illinois Natural
History Survey, and not that of the Illinois Department of Conservation.
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PREFACE
This report is a detailed update on the statewide Fisheries Analysis System for Illinois (STATE FAS)
which is part of Project F-69-R(1-3). The principal new feature added since the work of the previous
project, F-46-R, is the incorporation of creel summary data. Following an introduction to STATE
FAS (Chapter 1) is a detailed description of the layout and contents of the data base (Chapter 2). The
procedure for transfer of summarized creel data from the DISTRICT FAS to the statewide data base
(Chapter 3) is followed reporting procedures and examples (Chapter 4), and procedures for
developing further applications in R:Base 3.0 (Chapter 5). Appendices A and B provide full
documentation of the DOC9 and CREEL components of the R:base 3.0 version of STATE FAS
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Chapter 1. Introduction
The Statewide The Fisheries Analysis System, STATE FAS, is a relational data base,
designed to serve as a centralized source of fisheries data collected and entered through the
DISTRICT FAS element of the Fisheries Analysis System (Bayley and Austen 1989). There
are two versions of STATE FAS.
The R:Base version (statewide and regional level), where DISTRICT FAS data is assembled
for IBM-PC compatible microcomputers located at the central and regional offices of the
Illinois Department of Conservation (IDOC). This version is based on the commercially
available data base management software package R:Base (Microrim, Inc., Redmond, WA).
The INFO version (statewide level) is stored on the relational database system, INFO (Henco
Software, Inc., Waltham, MA), on a Prime 9950 minicomputer located at the Illinois Natural
History Survey (INHS) in Champaign, IL. The INFO version is a useful research tool
because data can be conveniently combined with data from other existing statewide data bases,
such as for meterology or hydrology, as well as with geographic information, such as lake
morphometry data, which is stored using the ARC/INFO software of the Illinois Geographic
Information System (IGIS). The INFO version was formerly intended to be the primary
repository of STATE FAS because of its superior mass storage, quick processing speed, and
GIS capabilities. However, in response to demands for wider accessibility among
PC-equipped IDOC offices and in concert with improvements by Microrim, F-69-R has
concentrated on development of the R:Base version. The INFO version now serves as (1) a
backup for the STATE FAS, (2) a fast processing tool for whole data base operations, and (3)
a tool for special projects.
The STATE FAS contains the standard fish population survey data collected from lakes using
the DISTRICT FAS (DOC9) system (Bayley and Sobaski 1987). IDOC district fisheries
managers have so far contributed data on 231 state or state-managed lakes, resulting in a data
base of 526 lake surveys (unique lake-year-season combinations) spanning a time frame of
1981 to 1989. STATE FAS currently uses 14 Mbytes of disk space, and is growing at a rate
of approximately 4 Mbytes a year.
Since its initial development using R:Base System V under project F-46-R, the STATE FAS
has been enhanced. The major change is the incorporation of creel survey data into the STATE
FAS. From 1987-1989, 63 day and night creels have been conducted on 40 state lakes as a
part of a long-term program of creel surveys on state impoundments (Bayley et al. 1990a;
Bayley et al. 1990b). A series of tables and application programs have been added to the
R:Base version of STATE FAS to compile summarized data from creel surveys and to create
the potential of integrating creel data with DOC9 population survey data. Other enhancements
comprise improvements related to the R:Base 3.0 and R:Base for DOS updates, which include
minor modifications to R:Base tables. This report describes these enhancements.
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Chapter 2. Data Base Organization
The R:Base version of STATE FAS organizes and summarizes data within the relational data
base management package, R:BaseTM 3.0, on IBM-PC compatible computers. This package
consists of a wide range of utilities organized within a pull-down menu interface,
complemented by cascading sub-menus and prompt-driven modules. Detailed, on-line help
screens accompany each R:Base utility and command. These features provide a
comprehensive, user-friendly environment for creating and maintaining data bases, as well as
data input forms, reports, and application programs.
R:Base data bases are composed of tables, comparable to the screens of General Manger
databases used in DISTRICT FAS (Bayley et al. 1990; Bayley et al. 1990a), in which data
variables are stored as columns and data records as individual rows. Data in tables can be
further organized into views or "pseudo tables", where common columns between tables are
used to establish links between related data. Views are essentially stored as templates,
allowing the display of up to five tables of related information while avoiding the creation and
storage of new data tables. Moreover, views can be created that link views to other views or
tables, thus permitting the examination of related data in a manner which is only limited by the
structure and contents of the database.
R:Base 3.0 data bases allow up to 80 data tables or views, each with up to 800 columns. Any
table or view may be composed of up to 400 columns, single rows in a table can hold up to 4
Kbytes of data. The number of records within a database are restricted only by a computer's
storage capacity or limits imposed by the operating system. Hardware requirements to run
R:Base 3.0 include a IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 or fully compatible computer, with a minimum
of 640K of RAM (of which 520K is required by the R:Base system), a hard disk with at least
5 Mbytes, and either 5.25 or 3.5-inch low density floppy drives. Operations in R:Base can be
enhanced by the inclusion of additional RAM, hard disks with fast access time, a math
coprocessor, and a Microsoft-compatible mouse.
DOC9 COMPONENT
The STATE FAS database in R:Base, FASST, consists of two components, fish population
survey data (DOC9) and creel survey data (CREEL). The DOC9 component includes 9 main
data tables (Figure 1) that correspond by name and content to the screens of the DOC9 data
base in District-FAS (Bayley et al. 1990). A tenth table, LAKEDIST, serves to link the data
from tables SCREEN1 and SCREEN2. Finally, four ancillary tables (FISHCODE,
GEARTYPE, SEASON, COUNTY) relate coded data to explanatory text for reports. These
tables may also link codes to other data specific to that code. For example, FISHCODE
interprets FAS fish species codes (Bayley et al. 1990) occurring in the column FASSP by
common name (column COMMON) or scientific name (column SPECIES). FISHCODE also
relates associated species-specific information, such as minimum quality size (column
QUALSIZE) or minimum stock length (column STOCKTL), through the column FASSP.
Columns and column order within the DOC9 component of FAS_ST are identical to those of
DOC9 (DISTRICT FAS), except for changes which result from the conversion of data from a
hierarchical to a relational structure (Appendix B). The primary exception to the DOC9 format
is found in tables SCREEN5S, SCREEN6, SCREEN7, SCREEN8 and SCREEN9. In order to
reduce the redundancy of data within the database and, consequently, the storage demands of
FAS_ST, the output fields for impoundment, station, season and year in DOC9 have been
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dropped from tables Screen5 through Screen9 and replaced by a single alphanumeric column,
FCODE. FCODE consists of a 5-digit integer preceded by the character 'D'. The numeric part
is assigned sequentially, following the order that data are loaded into FASST.
Each value of FCODE is not a composite of several codes as are values of the SCREEN6
column SAMPLE, where its first character represents the sampling gear used and its second,
the number of the sample. Rather, each value of FCODE is like a serial number, representing a
unique combination of LAKE, YEAR, STATION, and SEASON values. For example, data
collected for Lake Springfield in fall 1985 were given FCODEs of D00199, D00200, and
D00201 to correspond with the three stations sampled for that impoundment, season, and
year. The FCODE value of rows in tables SCREENS through SCREEN9 provides the link
between data in those tables and data, such as the LAKE, STATION, SEASON, and YEAR
columns, present in table SCREEN4. Within the context of a view, FCODE also allows data
of SCREENS through SCREEN9 to be secondarily related to tables SCREEN2 and
SCREEN3, through the one-to-one relationship that SCREEN4 establishes with SCREEN2
and SCREEN3 through the common columns LAKE, SEASON and STATION (Figure 1).
Minor modifications have been made to the STATE FAS since the first description (Bayley
and Sobaski 1987), in order to make it compatible with changes in R:Base. Since 1987,
R:Base System V has undergone three major revisions including the most recent version,
R:Base 3.0. While most changes have been upwardly compatible, changes in reserved
characters and commands with the latest revision of R:Base have required a conversion of the
original database. The most obvious change is in the name of the database itself. The database
has been renamed as FAS ST (it was named FAS-ST under R:Base System V) in order to
conform with restrictions on the use of '-' in database, table, or column names in R:Base 3.0.
Similar changes to six column names are summarized below.
Former Column Current Column
Database Table Name in FAS-ST Name in FASST
SCREENS DEPTH-FT DEPTHFT
02(PPM) 02_PPM
SCREEN6 END ENDTIME
SCREEN8 TL(MM) TL_MM
SCREEN9 AGE-SCAL AGESCAL
AGE-OTOL AGE_OTOL
The only other significant change to the existing structure of the database has been the
redefinition of.conditions on database views. Where conditions have been set on a text
column, the argument in the condition statement must now be enclosed by single quotes. For
instance, WHERE LAKE EQ LAKE MICHIGAN must now be entered as WHERE LAKE
EQ 'LAKE MICHIGAN'.
There are two enhancements to the DOC9 component. An ancillary table, COUNTY, relates
county names to the codes of column COUNTY within table SCREEN2. Second, the table
LAKEDIST has been modified by the addition of the column, LAKENUMB, to provide a
standard IDOC identification number for each lake within the database. LAKENUMB is
important because it helps to consolidate data entered for single impoundments under different
names. For instance, a condition set on a view to specify multiple years of data for a single
lake might entail writing a long Boolean clause of WHERE LAKE EQ namel AND LAKE
EQ name2 AND', etc. LAKENUMB simplifies this by providing a single number that can be
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specified by the condition clause.
Due to new and enhanced commands in R:Base 3.0, any application written for earlier
versions of R:Base needs to be converted to the new command conventions. The conversion
of application programs and databases have been streamlined through the inclusion of two
R:Base 3.0 conversion utilities. The program DBCONV-3 automatically converts databases
created in R:Base System V or later. It flags illegal names and expressions, such as those
noted above for FAS_ST, and stores a list of those errors in the file dbname.err. This file can
then be printed as a guide for renaming those elements of the database that are incompatible
with R:Base 3.0. The program APCONV-3 runs a similar conversion for uncompiled
application programs (those created in R:Base with an .APP extension) that were created with
the System V or later versions of R:Base. This program adds comments and SET commands
as a header on converted applications to identify the names of source and converted application
files. It also restores default values to any system variables; changes commands to match
R:Base 3.0 syntax (such as OPEN to CONNECT); flags older R:Base commands that must be
rewritten to run in R:Base 3.0, inserts comment lines in the converted application to identify
such lines; and lastly creates a file apconv-3.err to store status messages from the conversion
process.
CREEL COMPONENT
The CREEL component of the STATE FAS database, FASST, consists of 10 permanent
data tables that store summarized creel survey data and 7 ancillary tables used to provide code
interpretation. The data tables include angler effort, harvest and catch per unit effort, average
duration of completed trips, breakdowns of interviews by fish species sought and party size,
the average distance travelled by and success of fishing parties, and length frequency and catch
rates per completed trip for selected fish species.
Unlike the DOC9 component tables, the CREEL component has been designed to store
summary data from individual analyses of creel surveys, rather than the raw interview data of
the surveys. The reasoning behind this is based on several considerations. The first involves
current processing speed and storage capabilities of PC computers. The sizes of individual
creel survey databases in the DISTRICT FAS (Creel) system average around 0.5 Mbytes but
can reach 2.5 Mbytes for large impoundments. While CPU speed, disk access speed, and
storage capacity have improved in recent years, the software demand on all these factors for
manipulating raw data is significant, especially for calculating estimates for effort and CPUE.
The repetitive disk access needed by such operations makes them almost prohibitively slow,
especially on a relational database of potentially enormous size. Therefore, minimizing the size
and amount of computation required in the database is an important consideration in the
database design when managers want quick answers to questions.The second consideration is
that the loading of raw data would require the writing and testing of custom C or Fortran
interface programs for R:Base to produce the same sort of summaries as can currently be
produced for single creels at the DISTRICT FAS level. This would be a significant expense in
terms of time and money. Thus, to provide ready access to creel data, the database is designed
to store summary data calculated by the DISTRICT FAS (CREEL) interface programs
FINAL-EFFORT, FINAL-CATCH, and COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ (Bayley et al. 1990a)
for as many different conditions from individual creels as required.
Table descriptions
The 10 permanent data tables of the CREEL component of the STATE FAS can be subdivided
into 4 categories:
(1) tables relating to the identification of individual creel surveys and their analysis
(CIDTABLE and CIDSCRATCH),
(2) tables related to the design of the survey (CSTRATA and CCOMMENT),
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(3) tables related to standard creel output data, i.e. data related to angler effort, harvest and
catch (CEFFORT and CCATCH), and
(4) tables related to supplementary creel data such as the length of completed trips, the length
frequencies of creeled fish, the average catch rate of completed trip anglers, and other data
produced by the DISTRICT-FAS program COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ (CTRIPSUM,
CSPSOUGHT, CPARTYSIZE, CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ).
The main data tables of CREEL are readily identified by their 'C' preface (e.g. CIDTABLE),
while ancillary tables bear the name of the coded column that they explain, plus the word
TEXT (e.g. DNTEXT interprets codes of the column D_N). The organization of the CREEL
component of FASST and a detailed listing and description of tables and columns is given in
Figure 2 and Appendix B.
CIDTABLE
The CREEL component of FAS_ST is controlled by the table CIDTABLE. CIDTABLE is
comparable to SCREEN4 in the DOC9 component, because it is the only table that relates
directly to every other permanent data table in the component (Figure 2). Each record in
CIDTABLE stores information that is unique to a single analysis of creel survey data. In terms
of the DISTRICT-FAS programs, each record serves to identify the specific creel data set
analyzed. Data from each record include the name of the impoundment creeled (column
LAKE), the starting year of the creel (YEAR), whether the creel was a day or night creel
(D_N), the main strata (year-periods and lake sections) analyzed (MSTRATSAMPLED), and
the types of anglers (defined by species or groups of fish sought) included in the analysis
(SPP_SOUGHT). For angler type, where the default of all anglers have been analyzed,
SPP_SOUGHT is set to 'ALL'.
Since all creel survey data sets or subsets are defined by unique combinations of these five
variables; an additional column, CUCODE, the Creel Universal Linking Code, is present in
CIDTABLE. This column, much like FCODE in the DOC9 component of STATE-FAS, is
used as the main link in relating summary data in other tables with lake-specific variables.
CUCODE is also an important link in relating different types of output data (such as effort
with catch data). The alphanumeric format of CUCODE is identical to that of FCODE, except
that 'C' precedes a five digit number (e.g. C00001). Like FCODE, the value of the 5 digit
number is set only by the order that the data set was loaded into the STATE FAS. For
CUCODE, this is accomplished by setting an autonumbering formula on the column in
R:Base. CUCODE is present in all data tables with the exception of the two creel design
tables, CSTRATA and CCOMMENT. Since data in these tables are specific to how an
impoundment was surveyed, rather than how data from the impoundment was analyzed, these
tables are related to CIDTABLE by the combination of columns LAKE, YEAR, and DN.
In addition to CUCODE, a creel analysis can be further identified by the stratification scheme
used in the analysis. Three other columns in CIDTABLE serve to indicate the degree of
stratification retained in an analysis. The column MSTRATCOALESCED is defined as a note
field, listing only main strata that were coalesced for the given analysis. The complete list of
main strata sampled is given in the column MSTRATSAMPLED. Main strata in both columns
are listed in the format: 'YPMM/DD,S# ', where MM and DD are the month and day of the
start of the year period and # the section number. In MSTRATCOALESCED coalesced strata
are joined by the character '+', while uncoalesced strata are separated by a blank. Where
stratification is retained for all main strata, the value for MSTRATCOALESCED is simply set
to the default R:Base null character, '-0-'. The column DPERCOAL denotes the stratification
of day periods in an analysis, while column DTYPECOAL denotes the stratification of the day
types (weekday vs. weekend/holidays). Since these two strata can only be coalesced across all
main strata, the values for these two columns are simply 'S' for stratified and 'C' for
coalesced.
The values of MSTRATCOALESCED, DPERCOAL, DTYPECOAL are needed to identify
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individual effort, harvest, and catch records within the CREEL database, because the
computation of effort and catch data is directly influenced by the stratification scheme used in a
creel data analyses. To identify unique stratification schemes as defined by the values of these
three columns, a second linking column, CSCODE (the Creel Stratification Linking Code) is
present in CIDTABLE. CSCODE is defined as an integer column, whose value is set by the
number of analyses with different stratification schemes loaded into the database for a given
data set (i.e. value of CUCODE). When used with CUCODE in the context of a view,
CSCODE links each record of the standard output tables, CEFFORT (effort summary data)
and CCATCH (harvest and catch summary data), to data within and related to CIDTABLE.
Conversely, tables possessing supplementary and completed trip information require only
CUCODE to relate to CIDTABLE, because the calculation of their data is not influenced by
stratification. To maintain a one-to-many relationship between CIDTABLE and the
supplementary and completed trip data tables (CTRIPSUM, CPARTYSIZE, CSPSSOUGHT,
CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ), any linking of these tables should be to the CIDTABLE record
that represents the best stratification scheme for a data set. To accomplish this, these tables are
linked together in views by column CUCODE, with the added condition of "WHERE
CQUAL4 = 'Y' ". CQUAL4 is a text column, coded to denote whether an analysis represents
the best stratification scheme for a particular creel data set. For a given value of CUCODE,
only one CSCODE record can be assigned as the best stratification scheme (CQUAL4 = 'Y').
All other CSCODE records for that value of CUCODE (i.e. alternative coalescing schemes for
a given set of lake-year-day/night-year period/section- species sought data) will have of a
CQUAL4 value of 'N'. For most records within CIDTABLE, CSCODE will equal '1', since
the majority of analyses uploaded to FAS_ST will be only those with stratification schemes
that result in the greatest accuracy for effort and harvest estimates. This database design,
however, does give researchers the flexibility to upload data from alternative stratification
schemes to improve the precision through design improvements. For general use, the
CQUAL4 = Y' condition selects the best creels and prevents redundant information appearing
in reports.
The third important linking column within CIDTABLE is LAKENUMB. As explained in the
DOC9 component of the database, LAKENUMB standardizes the identification of lakes
through the use of integer codes, thereby allowing records from the same impoundment but
saved under different names to be interrelated. Using LAKENUMB as a linking column can
be especially important when attempting to relate tables from the CREEL component of
FAS_ST with those of DOC9, given the potential for different versions of lake names in the
database.
The remaining columns in CIDTABLE either (a) hold information that relates to creel analyses
in a one-to-one manner (i.e. only one possible value exists for the column, given the values of
CUCODE and CSCODE), or (b) are qualifiers that flag conditions useful in setting criteria
when subselecting data for reporting. Falling under the first category are the columns
SRATIO, EFRATIO, NO_INT, and SPP_CAUGHT. Also in this group is ANLCOMMENT,
a note field with comments specific to the creel analysis, that is typed in during the data upload
process. Qualifier columns include: CQUAL4 (described above);
CQUAL1, which contains text codes denoting specialized creel (e.g., 'I' = ice creels, 'w' =
warmwater arms only of cooling lakes);
CQUAL2, which contains a two digit integer code for the season that the survey was taken in
(using the DOC9 convention of 11 = spring, 21 = summer, 31 = fall, 41 = winter );
CQUAL3 , which indicates whether or not all scheduled main strata have been included in the
creel analysis ('A' = All sections, 'P' = a partial set of sections); and
COMFLAG, which flags whether general comments pertaining to the entire creel, especially in
terms of problems in the execution of the creel, exist in the table CCOMMENT ( 'Y' = a
comment exist, 'N' = no comment field).
Where analyses don't fall within specific categories, the values of CQUAL1 and CQUAL2 are
set to the default R:Base Null character,
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CIDSCRATCH
CIDSCRATCH is a table created to temporarily hold data destined for CIDTABLE during the
data upload process (Chapter 3). CIDSCRATCH columns are identical to the first 14 columns
of CIDTABLE. Each record written to this table is automatically deleted once copied to
CIDTABLE during the upload process.
CEFFORT
CEFFORT contains summaries of angler effort calculated by the DISTRICT-FAS program
FINAL-EFFORT. Records in CEFFORT are first identified by the CUCODE and CSCODE
which identify the analysis used to calculate the data. Records are then further identified by
day-period (column DPER) and by boat/shore stratum (column BSST). For a single analysis,
the number of records can vary between 3 (effort for the full day, i.e. DPER = 4, for BSST =
'B', 'S', and 'ST') and 16 (full day, plus each separate day period, for boat only, shore only,
boat/shore stratified, and boat/shore coalesced).
Data columns in CEFFORT follow the order of data displayed in the tabular output of
FINAL-EFFORT. For each day-period and angler-type or combination of types (boat-shore),
the estimated total angler hours for weekdays (Column WANGHR), weekend/holidays
(Column HANGHR), and the stratum total (equal to the sum of WANGHR and HANGHR)
(Column TANGHR), as well as the percentage of the total angler-hours actually interviewed
for each column (W%EFFINT, H%EFFINT, and T%EFFINT) are given. Also included in
each record are standard error, degrees of freedom, and associated t-value (p= .05) for each of
the total angler-hour estimates. Standard error columns are identified by an "SE" preface
followed by the name of the associated angler-hour column. Similarly, degrees of freedom
and t-value columns are prefaced by "DF" and "TV", respectively. For example, with respect
to the total weekend/holdiday effort (HANGHR), the standard error is found in column
SEHANGHR, while the degrees of freedom and t-value are stored in DFHANGHR and
TVHANGHR, respectively.
Estimates of Hours fished/Acre and 95% confidence interval ranges were omitted from
CEFFORT to primarily save space in the permanent database. However, both values can
easily be calculated in the R:Base reporting module. The choice of loading of standard errors,
degrees of freedom and associated t-values was made to provide users with the data to
recompute confidence intervals and, more importantly, provide variance estimates that may be
needed for subsequent analysis. Statistical capabilities are limited in R:Base, but data can be
easily exported for use with statistical or graphical packages.
Angling intensity is obtained by dividing the total angler-hours estimate (i.e. WANGHR,
HANGHR, or TANGHR) by the creeled acreage of the lake (column C_ACRES from
CIDTABLE). Confidence intervals (95 %) for each effort total are calculated by multiplying
the standard error of the effort total by the t-value for the effort total. For example, the 95%
confidence interval for HANGHR is equal to SEHANGHR * TVHANGR. The upper and
lower confidence range values displayed in the FINAL-EFFORT tables are obtained by adding
and subtracting the 95% confidence interval from the effort total, respectively. The confidence
interval as percentage of the estimate (shown in parentheses following the 95% confidence
interval ranges in FINAL-EFFORT tables) is obtained by dividing the 95% confidence
interval (i.e. standard error * t-value) by the associated effort total and multiplying by 100.
Records in CEFFORT have values in all 16 columns with one exception. Where analyses have
been run with weekday/weekend strata coalesced (i.e. DTYPECOAL = 'C' in CIDTABLE)
each record will consist only of data for columns CUCODE, CSCODE, DPER, BSST, and
TANGHR through T%EFFINT. Columns specific to weekday total effort (e.g. WANGHR)
and weekend total effort (HANGHR) are loaded with Nulls for these records. For analyses
where a stratification scheme of day-periods coalesced was used (DPERCOAL = 'C' in
CIDTABLE, such as with night creel data analyses, (DTYPECOAL = 'C' in CIDTABLE ),
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each record has a full complement of data; however, only full day effort records (DPER = 4)
are loaded to CEFFORT.
CEFFORT is related to table CIDTABLE through columns CUCODE and CSCODE and to
table CCATCH through these two columns plus columns DPER and BSST. CEFFORT can
also be related to completed trip and supplementary creel data (tables CTRIPSUM,
CPARTYSIZE, CSPSSOUGHT, CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ) by first relating to
CIDTABLE.
CCATCH
CCATCH contains summaries of fish harvest and catch data calculated by the DISTRICT-FAS
(CREEL) program FINAL-CATCH. Like CEFFORT, records in CCATCH are first identified
by the CUCODE and CSCODE representing the analysis used to calculate the data, then
further identified by day-period (column DPER) and by boat/shore stratum (BSST). In
addition to these columns, each record is unique to a species (FASSP) or as the total of all
species (FASSP = TOT') and to its status as either a harvest or catch record (H_C).
The estimates given in each harvest and catch record follow the order displayed in the tabular
output of FINAL-CATCH. These include:
(i) number of fish per hour taken (column NFHR),
(ii) total number of fish taken (TOTFISH),
(iii) number of fish per hectare (NFHA),
(iv) kilograms of fish per hour taken (KGFHR),
(v) total kilograms of fish taken (TOTKG),
(vi) kilograms of fish per hectare (KGFHA), and
(vii) average weight of fish in grams (AVGWT).
English equivalents of items (iii)-(vii) for each record of CCATCH are automatically calculated
and stored using the computed columns feature of R:Base. These columns are NFACRE
(#/acre), LBFHR (lbs./hr), TOTLB (total lbs. of fish), LBFACRE (lbs./acre), and
AVGWTLB (average fish weight in lbs.), respectively. Like CEFFORT, standard errors,
degrees of freedom, and t-values are stored for columns NFHR, TOTFISH, KGFHR, and
TOTKG. Column names for these statistics follow the same convention used in CEFFORT,
where the name of the column defining an estimated rate or total is a prefaced with 'SE', 'DF' ,
or TV'. The degree of freedom and associated t-values of English columns are identical to
those of their metric equivalents, hence they are not duplicated. Standard errors for English
columns are also omitted from the database. These are easily calculated for reports, however,
by multiplying the equivalent metric standard error column by the metric:english conversion
factor used to calculate the English column. For example, to compute standard errors for total
pounds of fish data (column TOTFISH), the standard error for total kilograms of fish (column
SETOTKG) is multiplied by the Metric to English conversion factor of 2.20462. Recalculation
of 95% confidence intervals follow the instructions given within the description of table
CEFFORT.
The standard full day outputs of FINAL-CATCH (i.e. DPER = 4 ) are currently uploaded to
CCATCH records. The inclusion of DPER in the table prevents the mislinkage of individual
day-period effort records with full day harvest or catch data. The package also permits the
future inclusion of harvest and catch broken down by day-period. Since CCATCH records are
of standard FINAL-CATCH runs, records are restricted to estimates for both angler types that
are either coalesced (BSST = ' CO') or stratified (BSST = 'ST). In most cases only records
of boat /shore stratified will be loaded to FAS_ST, because these usually represent the best
estimates of harvest and catch.
The individual species data loaded to the table is dependent solely upon which species are
chosen for the STATCALC run in DISTRICT FAS preceding the FINAL-CATCH analysis
(Bayley et al. 1990a). A maximum of 9 individual species can be analyzed per STATCALC
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run. However, STATCALC can be repeated on the same creel survey data set with the same
stratification scheme (i.e. the same values of CUCODE and CSCODE) to produce an
individual summary for every species creeled during the survey if desired. When data from
such repeated runs are stored in CCATCH, duplicate records, such as for the total (FASSP =
TOT), are automatically eliminated from the table.
Records for "MSC" records, the miscellaneous species code, are also excluded from
CCATCH. MSC is meaningless outside the general context of what percentage of total harvest
or catch is unexplained by individual species summaries within a single STATCALC run.
However, 'MSC' would vary for a given value of CUCODE and CSCODE, depending upon
the species chosen for individual analyses. For repeated uploads to CCATCH, either multiple
MSC records or the one reflecting the last upload would exist for the same set of CUCODE,
CSCODE, BSST, and H_C conditions. Neither of these alternatives would have any
meaning. In order to keep the species uploading options flexible but internally consistent,
confidence limits for the remaining species not currently listed in CCATCH cannot be
computed. However, it is possible to write an application to calculate estimates of harvest or
catch of unlisted species by subtracting the sum of all species listed from the corresponding
'TOT' record.
Harvest records (column H_C = I'') and catch records (H_C = 'C') are loaded to CCATCH
for each species and the total. When species that were selected in STATCALC are absent from
the harvest or catch category, an abbreviated record is written to CCATCH. These records
contain data for the columns CSCODE, DPER, BSST, FASSP, and H_C followed by Null
values for the remaining columns. For reporting purposes, these Nulls can be displayed as
'0', using picture formats with an R:Base Report.
Each data set (CUCODE) and stratification scheme (CSCODE) loaded to CCATCH can
contain as few as four records (one species plus the overall total for DPER = 4, for harvest
and catch, with BSST= 'ST' or 'CO') or as many as 40 from a single STATCALC analysis(9 species and total, for both BSST = 'ST' and BSST = 'CO', for H_C = 'H' and H_C =
'C'). The maximum number of records for a given data set and stratification is limited only by
the number of individual species analyzed.
CCATCH is related to table CIDTABLE through columns CUCODE and CSCODE and to
table CEFFORT through these two columns plus columns DPER and BSST. CCATCH can
also be related to completed trip and supplementary creel data (tables CTRIPSUM,
CPARTYSIZE, CSPSSOUGHT, CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ) by first relating to
CIDTABLE. CCATCH can also be related to DOC9 table FISHCODE through FASSP.
CSTRATA
CSTRATA is one of two tables in FAS_ST that store data on the design of creel surveys. The
records of CSTRATA are nearly identical to the those found in Screen 4 of DISTRICT FAS
(CREEL90) data bases (Bayley et al. 1990a). For each creel survey, a single record is written
for each of the survey's main strata (year-period-lake-section combination). This table
includes:
(i) the starting and ending dates for the year period in julian and calendar format;
(ii) the average number of shifts worked per week in the stratum,
(iii) the average fishable hours/day
(iv) the starting times of each day period,
(v) the time or effective hours used to scale up instantaneous counts for each day period,
(vi) the lake section's creeled acreage,
(vii) the number of weekend and holiday dates within the stratum,
(viii) comments regarding the lake section within the stratum, and
(ix) comments regarding the execution of the creel design within the stratum.
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The number of records loaded into the table for each creel are equal to the number of main
strata in the survey design. CSTRATA is related to tables CCOMMENT and CIDTABLE
through the combination of columns LAKE, YEAR, and D_N.
CCOMMENT
CCOMMENT is the second FAS_ST table related to creel survey design. Each record is
identified with a creel survey through the columns LAKE, YEAR, and D_N, followed by a
note column containing comments related to the execution of the creel design. The source of
data in column CRCOMMENT is the comment field in Screen 2 of DISTRICT FAS
(CREEL90) data bases (Bayley et al. 1990a). CRCOMMENT contains any changes made or
problems incurred while conducting the creel survey.
One record per creel survey is uploaded to CCOMMENT. When a record is loaded for a
survey, the comment flag in table CIDTABLE, column COMFLAG, is set to 'Y' for all
CIDTABLE records related to that survey. Null records are not uploaded when comments are
absent from Screen 2. CCOMMENT is related to tables CSTRATA and CIDTABLE through
the combination of columns LAKE, YEAR, and D_N.
CTRIPSUM
CTRIPSUM contains summary data related to interview totals, the length of gompleted fishing
tris, and the distance travelled and success ratings of all fishing trips surveyed. A record for
CTRIPSUM is generated from each run of the DISTRICT FAS (CREEL) program
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ (Bayley et al. 1990a). Since COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ
analyses calculate unweighted sample means rather than means weighted by strata,
stratification schemes are not applicable to CTRIPSUM. Each record is identified solely by the
its CUCODE, that is, the identification of the survey data set analyzed. Only one record is
written to CTRIPSUM for each value of CUCODE.
The data stored in each record are those having only one value for a given data set analyzed.
These data include:
(i) total number of interviews for.
(a) all trips-both completed and incomplete (column INTTOT),
(b) all completed trips (CTTOT),
(c) completed trips split between consecutive day periods (SPCTTOT),
(d) completed boat trips, and
(e) completed shore trips;
(ii) the average hours fish per completed trip for:
(a) boat interviews only (XBTHR),
(b) shore interviews only (XSTHR), and
(c) all completed trips interviews (XCTHR);
(iii) the minimum and maximum hours fished for completed trips from:
(a) boat interviews (MINBTRIP and MAXBTRIP respectively),
(b) shore interviews (MINSTRIP and MAXSTRIP), and
(c) all completed trip interviews (MINCTRIP and MAXCTRIP);
(iv) the average miles travelled by all fishing parties (XDISTRV), plus the minimum
(MINDIST) and maximum (MAXDIST) distances travelled and the number of interviews
reporting distance travelled (NDIST);
(v) the average fishing success rating of all parties interviewed (XSUCC), plus the minimum
(MINSUCC) and maximum (MAXSUCC) ratings and the number of interviews reporting
success (NSUCCESS); and
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(vi) the number of interviews where an illegal catch was noted by the creel clerk(NILLEGAL).
Also included with each average (XBTHR, XSTHR, XCTHR, XDISTRV, and XSUCC) are
the standard error and the associated t-value for the average. These columns follow the same
name convention used in table CEFFORT, where the column name for the average is prefaced
with either an 'SE' or TV'. Unlike tables CEFFORT or CCATCH, the degrees of freedom
for each mean are not stored, because the total sample size for each mean (i.e. the number of
interviews) is saved. Degrees of freedom are the number of interviews for that mean minus 1.
(e.g., the degrees of freedom for the overall mean hrs. fished/completed trip, XCTHR, is
calculated as CTTOT - 1).
Also, unlike the standard output tables, the lower and upper 95% confidence limits for each
mean are stored in CTRIPSUM. These statistics have been included due to their minor demand
on space (one number per data set for each of 10 columns) as opposed to the storage demands
of similar data in CEFFORT and CCATCH (multiple records per data set). Following the
convention of names for standard error and t-value columns, the lower and upper 95%
confidence limit columns incorporate the name of the associated mean column preceded by
either an LCI' for lower confidence limit or 'UCI' for upper confidence limit. For example,
the columns that store lower and upper 95% confidence intervals for the mean success rating,
column XSUCC, are LCIXSUCC and UCIXSUCC.
As mentioned previously, when this and other tables containing COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ
outputs (namely CSPSOUGHT, CPARTYSIZE, CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ) are related to
table CIDTABLE, linking should be made through column CUCODE with the condition that
CQUAL4 from CIDTABLE equals Y'. This assures that complete trip/supplementary data are
linked to the best analysis run on a given data set. Failure to do so could lead to unpredictable
linking with less accurate estimates for data sets where multiple analyses have been loaded to
the data base.
CSPSOUGHT
CSPSOUGHT stores a breakdown of all interviews by the species sought reported by the
angler or angler party. Data are stored similarly to the tabular output from
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ. Each record consists of a CUCODE value identifying the data
set analyzed, followed by the FAS fish species or species group code (column FASSP), the
number of interviews declaring the species as the species sought (NOINT), and NO_INT as
a percentage of all interviews conducted for the data set (PCITINT).
As many records are loaded for each data set as species or species groups declared in the
interviews. For instance, only one record appears when the data set analyzed was selected for
one type of angler (e.g. SPP_SOUGHT = LMB' in CIDTABLE). CSPSOUGHT is linked
directly to CIDTABLE and other COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ data tables and secondarily to
CEFFORT and CCATCH through column CUCODE with the condition of "WHERE
CQUAL4 = 'Y'". Records may also be linked to table FISHCODE through column FASSP to
obtain common and scientific names for the species codes stored in FASSP.
CPARTYSIZE
CPARTYSIZE is organized like CSPSOUGHT, with angler party size subsituting for species
sought Again, data are stored in a similar fashion to their tabular output from
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ. Each record is first identified by its CUCODE to refer to the
data set analyzed, then by party size (column PARTYSIZE). Associated data within each
record are the number of boat (NBOATINT) and shore (NSHORINT) angler interviews for
the corresponding party size.
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Up to 10 records may exist for a given data set (PARTYSIZE = 1 through 10). In cases where
PARTYSIZE = 10, the actual partysize can be greater than or equal to 10 anglers, as in the
tabular output of COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ. Only cases where either boat and/or shore
interviews correspond to a given partysize are loaded to CPARTYSIZE. This prevents the
storage of numerous null records in the database. CPARTYSIZE is linked directly to
CIDTABLE and other COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ data tables and secondarily to CEFFORT
and CCATCH through column CUCODE with the condition of 'WHERE CQUAL4 = 'Y".
CCTFRATE
CCTFRATE contains data which divide all completed trip interviews, regardless of type, by
the catch per angler of each party. Data loaded into CCTFRATE originate from
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ analyses, thus column values and restrictions reflect those of the
second page of tabular output from this program (Bayley et al. 1990a).
Each record in CCTFRATE is first identified by its CUCODE, which specifies the data set
analyzed. It is then identified by the species/species group (FASSP) and centimeter size class
limit (SIZECL) specified in COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ. Finally, each record is identified by
the number of individuals taken per angler (NFISH) for the associated species and size class.
The number of completed trip anglers harvesting (column HNANGLER) or releasing (column
RNANGLER) fish for the corresponding species, size, and catch rate are given in the final
columns.
Column SIZECL contains of the operator (either <,=,>) used to restrict the size of fish
analyzed, plus the specified length in centimeters. For cases where no size restriction has been
set, SIZECL is set to 'ALL'. Values of NFISH can range from 0 to 31+ for all species-size
classes analyzed. This differs from the output of COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ, where the first
species-size class specified divides completed trip anglers between catches of 0 to 15+.
Another change is that the option of analyzing completed trip anglers for either released or
caught fish has been eliminated in favor of storing breakdowns of only released data. Records
are loaded to CCTFRATE when there are anglers corresponding to either the harvested or
released number of fish. Thus there are no records when HNANGLER = 0 and RNANGLER
= 0 so that a large quantity of null records is excluded from the database.
The number of records for a given data set (i.e. value of CUCODE) depends partly on the
number of species and size classes analyzed. Information for CCTFRATE may be analyzed
for three combinations of species and size classes per COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ run.
Subsequent runs can add further combinations, but the upload process checks to prevent
duplicate data storage in CCTFRATE.
CCTFRATE is linked directly to CIDTABLE and other tables derived from
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ. It is secondarily linked to CEFFORT and CCATCH through
column CUCODE with the condition of "WHERE CQUAL4 = Y". Records may also be
linked to table FISHCODE, through the column FASSP, to obtain common and scientific
names for the species codes stored in FASSP.
CLFREQ
CLFREQ comprises length frequences for selected fish species or species groups. CLFREQ is
analogous to table SCREEN7 in the DOC9 Component of FAS_ST, and is structured similarly
to ensure compatibility with application programs that use length frequency data. Records
contain a fish species code (FASSP), a total length size class (to the lowest whole centimeter)
(TL_CM), the frequency of fish (FREQ) within that centimeter size class for that species, the
CUCODE value to identify the data set analyzed, and a column (H_R) designating whether
the record refers to harvested fish or released fish.
CLFREQ data originate from COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ runs. Up to three species may be
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analyzed per COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ run. The number of species uploaded to CLFREQ
can be increased by additional runs. No size class limitation is necessary with CLFREQ data.
Individual records are loaded for all size classes that have fish in them, with separate records
for harvested and released fish. Frequencies are based on all interviews corresponding to the
strata selected. Records are omitted from the table, as they are with SCREEN7, when there are
no fish for a given species, length, and H_R classification.
CLFREQ is linked directly to CIDTABLE and other tables derived from
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/LFREQ. It is secondarily linked to CEFFORT and CCATCH through
column CUCODE with the condition of "WHERE CQUAL4 = 'Y"'. Records may also be
linked to table FISHCODE, through the column FASSP, to obtain common and scientific
names for the species codes stored in FASSP.
Ancillary Tables
Each of the 7 ancillary tables currently in the CREEL component of FAS_ST provides text
interpretations for coded values for a specific column occurring in one or more data tables.
Their primary function is to allow the production of reports which show coded data in a
recognizable format. Ancillary tables generally consist of two columns: a coded column
containing the code and a text column holding an explanation for that code. Ancillary tables are
related to data tables by the coded column. The number of records in each of these tables is set
by the number of unique codes among the data tables corresponding to the column code.
Table names consist of the name (or an abbreviation) of the coded column appearing in the
data table followed by the string TEXT. The ancillary tables of CREEL component are:
(i) BSSTTEXT - interprets the angler type (Boat/Shore) stratification codes of column
BSST in tables CEFFORT and CCATCH.
(ii) CQ1TEXT - interprets the creel description codes of column CQUAL1 in table
CIDTABLE.
(iii) CQ2TEXT - interprets the season codes of column CQUAL2 in table CIDTABLE.
(iv) DNTEXT - interprets the Day/Night creel codes of column D_N in tables CIDTABLE,
CSTRATA, and CCOMMENT.
(v) HCTEXT - interprets Harvest/Catch codes of column H_C in table CCATCH.
(vi) HRTEXT - interprets Harvest/Release codes of column H_R in table CLFREQ.
(vii) SCTEXT - interprets the stratification codes of columns MSCOAL, DPERCOAL, and
DTYPECOAL in table CIDTABLE.
Additional ancillary tables can be easily constructed, either temporarily or permanently, using
the data table creation and data table editing menus of R:Base 3.0.
TECHNIQUES TO ENHANCE FASST
When interrelating data from different tables, R:Base 3.0 runs faster if frequently linked
columns are designated as indexed columns (=keyed columns in previous R:Base versions).
Column Indexing is comparable to a book index for specific items in the database. R:Base
stores the locations of all data of indexed columns in a separate file. Whenever that column is
accessed by a data query or report, R:Base uses the location pointers stored in this file to
directly access data from those tables, rather than searching row by row through all records.
Columns indexed in FAS_ST include CUCODE and CSCODE for all applicable tables in the
CREEL component and FCODE in the DOC9 component. Other columns that are frequently
used in ancillary tables are also indexed in the DOC9 component. Notation of column indexing
can be found in the column descriptions of the two components (Appendices A and B).
Future additions and modifications to FAS_ST can be accomplished through the INFO module
of R:Base 3.0. INFO menus (which can also be accessed by the R:Base command
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RBDEFINE) can define new tables; add, delete, or reorder table columns; rename tables or
columns; redefine column definitions; and create passwords for databases or tables. R:Base
3.0 can also create new tables from existing tables or views through the relational commands
PROJECT, UNION, APPEND, JOIN, INTERSECT and SUBTRACT.
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Chapter 3. Data Transfer
Creel data is transferred from DISTRICT FAS (CREEL) to the STATE FAS in R:Base by
saving DISTRICT FAS summaries in ASCII text files, transferring these files from an
Applel/ e to an IBM PC-compatible computer (PC), and downloading these files to the R:Base
database, FASST1.
Data are transferred in three sets (Figure 3):
(A) standard data on angler effort, harvest and catch from STATCALC and associated
programs (Bayley et al. 1990a);
(B) outputs from COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ (Bayley et al. 1990a); and
(C) data related to creel survey design and comments.
These transfers can be carried out in any order and are described in the following sections.
(A) LOADING EFFORT AND HARVEST/CATCH DATA TO FAS_ST
Step 1: Run STATCALC on the Apple //e system (Bayley et al. 1990a).
Notes: STATCALC creates the text file, GROUP n, where n is an integer (default 1)
assigned by the user.The lake, year, day or night attribute of the data, angler type(s) (defined
by species sought), and main strata (year periods and lake sections) selected define the data set
used (scope).
The choices of stratifying or coalescing day periods, weekday/weekend holiday, and
main strata define the stratification scheme of the analysis. Always assign the lowest number
to strata when coalescing main strata together. For instance, when coalescing data from three
sections of lake for a single year period with strata numbers being 4, 11, and 18, respectively,
the strata should all be labelled as '4'. This helps standardize the identification of stratification
schemes in FAS_ST.
It is advisable to save one GROUP file per disk to avoid disk-full errors.
Step 2: Run FINAL-EFFORT and FINAL-CATCH (Bayley et al. 1990a).
Notes: Each program has been modified to optionally save data as DOS3.3 text files on the
same 5.25" disk containing the GROUP file.
Output can be saved for (A)ll three day periods plus the full day (default) , or for (F)ull
day only. FINAL-EFFORT automatically saves separate effort data summaries for boat and
shore anglers, and provides the option of saving data for boat/shore anglers (C)oalesced,
boat/shore anglers (S)tratified (default), or (B)oth. BOAT/SHORE stratified. (S) generally
gives the least variable estimate. The text file is named as the GROUP file plus the extension
. . .. .1This contrasts with the transfer of DOC9 data to FAS_ST [Bayley, 1987 #2106], where the entire
General Manager database is compressed into a single ASCII text file, transferred to the INHS Prime 9955
minicomputer or decompressing and reorganization, and downloaded to R:Base. The Prime 9955 is still required
because the transfer process depends on a custom Fortran program which decompresses the ASCII text into the
component screens of the database and uses the INFO database management system for the checking and
reoranization of data. A future plan is to develop code to directly transfer data from DISTRICT FAS DOC9
databases to FAS_ST on R:Base and thereby eliminate dependency on the Prime.
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'.EFF'. For example, FINAL-EFFORT creates the text file 'GROUP 1.EFF' from GROUP
file 'GROUP 1'. GROUP n.EFF records are ultimately uploaded to FAS_ST table
CEFFORT.
FINAL-CATCH automatically saves harvest and catch data for the full day, with the
option of saving summaries for either boat/shore anglers (S)tratified (default), (C)oalesced, or
(B)oth stratified and coalesced. (S) generally gives the least variable estimates.
FINAL-CATCH writes two text files to the disk containing the GROUP n file
analyzed. These file names use the extensions '.CAI' or '.CAT'. GROUP n.CAI identifies
the data set and stratification scheme used. GROUP n.CAI data match contents of the first 14
columns of FAS_ST table CIDTABLE. GROUP n.CAT contains harvest and catch records
that are ultimately uploaded to FAS_ST table CCATCH.
Step 3: Transfer DOS 3.3 text files GROUP n.CAI, GROUP n.CAT, and GROUP
n.EFF from the Apple lie to the PC, using Kermit.
Notes: Kermit automatically verifies data. It is available in the public domain for the Apple lie
(Kermit 3.1 ][, University of Wisconsin, 1986) and for the PC (IBM-PC Kermit-MS version
2.3, Utah State University, 1988).
An Apple Super Serial card (or compatible) set to TERMINAL mode connected by an
RS-232 cable to the serial port (COM1) of the PC provides a direct hardware connection.
Kermit is run simultaneously on both computers with the Apple lie set to 'send' and PC to
'receive'. The transfer of each text file takes less than four minutes at 9600 baud (the
maximum rate for Kermit 3.1 ][).
All three "GROUP" files should normally be transferred in one session. However, if
catch and effort data are transferred separately, GROUP n.CAI must always be transferred
during the same session, because it contains the identification links required by FAS_ST.
The file names produced by FINAL-EFFORT and FINAL-CATCH are automatically
assigned those of the GROUP file analyzed. Therefore most files will bear the default names
of GROUP 1.CAI, GROUP 1.CAT, or GROUP 1.EFF. This creates an obvious conflict
when transferring files from a number of data bases at one time. To avoid this conflict, either
(1) use the Kermit option of a saving files under new names,
(2) transfer files to the same PC directory or subdirectory one data set at a time, then
immediately load those files into R:Base, deleting the text files once they've been loaded to
FAS_ST, or
(3) transfer files to a separate subdirectory for each data set.
(1) is recommended. Kermit checks for a conflict and if the name already exists it
automatically renames the file. The default is the original stem followed by an integer and the
original extension. For example, a second GROUP 1.CAI file would be saved as
GROUPX11.CAI on the PC (blanks embedded in Apple text file names are automatically
replaced with an 'X' by Kermit when writing files to the PC). Saving files under meaningful
names is superior to the defaults when large numbers of data sets are being transferred. For
example, GROUP 1.CAI, GROUP 1.CAT, and GROUP 1.EFF from the 1989 creel of Jones
Lake, could be saved by Kermit as JONES89.CAI, JONES89.CAT, and JONES89.EFF. The
extensions '.CAI', '.CAT', and '.EFF' must be maintained and names must contain eight
characters or less.
Step 4: Run STANDUPL from R:Base to load MS-DOS text files into FAS_ST.
Note: STANDUPL is run as a submenu option under the R:Base 3.0 main menu module
APPLICATIONS.
Step 5: Enter the path and name of the '.CAI' file for the catch and/or effort data
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being loaded into FAS_ST.
Notes: The '.CAI' record is automatically transferred to the FAS_ST table CIDSCRATCH
(Chapter 2). STANDUPL checks CIDTABLE for records with the same data set (CUCODE)
and stratification scheme (CSCODE). STANDUPL also assigns CUCODE and CSCODE
values for the CIDSCRATCH record, and stores them in memory for assignment to
anticipated records from the associated '.EFF' and/or '.CAT' files. This is a critical step,
because CUCODE and CSCODE identify all data in CIDTABLE, CEFFORT, and CCATCH.
One of four scenarios automatically results from the evaluation of CIDTABLE:
1. If the CIDSCRATCH record contains the same CUCODE and CSCODE values as an
existing record in CIDTABLE, the record is deleted from CIDSCRATCH and records from
effort and catch files are loaded into CEFFORT and CCATCH, respectively, with these
CUCODE and CSCODE values.
2. If the record in CIDSCRATCH is unique, data is transferred from CIDSCRATCH to
CIDTABLE and a new CUCODE, determined by the autonumbering formula of CUCODE, is
written and CSCODE is set to '1'.
3. If the record in CIDSCRATCH is from a data set previously uploaded to FASST, but of
an analysis using a unique stratification scheme, the record is loaded to CIDTABLE using the
original CUCODE, while CSCODE is set to the maximum current value of CSCODE for the
given value of CUCODE plus one.
4. If the record in CIDSCRATCH matches the CUCODE in a CIDTABLE record which has a
null CSCODE value, the record in CIDTABLE is replaced by the record in CIDSCRATCH.
The CIDSCRATCH record is given the CUCODE value of the record it replaces and CSCODE
is set to '1'. This case occurs when files output from the program
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ are loaded into FASST for a data set that has no existing
records in CIDTABLE, CCATCH, or CEFFORT. To ensure that any future loading of data
for such a data set uses the same CUCODE, an incomplete record is written to CIDTABLE
which only contains values for the six columns identifying the data set plus a value for
CUCODE. This record is replaced if a more complete CIDTABLE record is loaded during a
subsequent transfer of effort and/or catch data.
For example, COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ data of anglers only seeking channel
catfish may be transferred to FASST, while only effort and catch data for ALL anglers exists
in FAS_ST from the same creel survey. Different sets of anglers selected define these data sets
as distinct, and an incomplete record is written to CIDTABLE for the
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ data. If effort and catch data for channel catfish anglers from the
same survey were subsequently transferred, this would result in a more complete record being
created which would replace the incomplete CIDTABLE record created by the transfer of
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ data.
Step 6: Assign value for the column LAKENUMB if warned by STANDUPL.
Notes: LAKENUMB must contain the standardized IDOC lake identification number.
STANDUPL searches for a matching lake record in table LAKEDIST. If a match is found,
STANDUPL assigns the number to LAKENUMB in CIDTABLE and the program continues
to step 7. If not, such as when a nonstandard name was entered in the DISTRICT FAS
(CREEL) database, a warning message is displayed and LAKENUMB is set to the default null
value of R:Base, '-0-'. After STANDUPL is completed, browse through LAKEDIST for an
appropriate LAKENUMB value and update the CIDTABLE record with the R:Base
BROWSE/EDIT utility.
Step 7: Assign values for the creel qualifier columns, CQUAL1, CQUAL2,
CQUAL3, and CQUAL4 in table CIDTABLE when prompted by STANDUPL.
Notes: Codes that describe special features of the data set analyzed are entered for CQUAL1
and CQUAL2. If the data set is not of a specific type (e.g., an ice creel) or from a specific
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season, press <RETURN> to enter the default Null value in CQUAL1 and CQUAL2,
respectively.
If all strata have been included, enter the default, A, for CQUAL3. If a subset of strata
have been analyzed, enter 'N' and CQUAL3 is set to 'P'.
If the creel analysis is from the best stratification scheme for the data set enter 'Y' for
CQUAL4. If a record with CQUAL4 = 'Y' already exists for a given value of CUCODE, a
warning message is displayed and either the existing or the current record needs to be
reassigned as 'N'.
Step 8: Enter comment for the column ANLCOMMENT.
Notes: STANDUPL automatically sets COMFLAG to 'Y' or 'N' depending on the presence
or absence, respectively, of a record in CCOMMENT. If COMFLAG = 'N' the option to enter
a brief comment specific to the data analysis being transferred is provided. If no comment is
entered (i.e. the user responds with <RETURN>) a null value is stored in ANLCOMMENT.
This completes input for the CIDTABLE and related records.
Step 9: Transfer effort files into FAS_ST.
Notes: STANDUPL asks if records for CEFFORT are to be transferred to FASST.
Following a positive response, 'Y', the path and name of the GROUP n.EFF text file is
requested and data are loaded into CEFFORT. After all records have been transferred into
CEFFORT, the null values loaded for columns CUCODE and CSCODE in CEFFORT are
replaced by the values determined earlier for the associated GROUP n.CAI record in
CIDSCRATCH. The program then checks for and deletes any duplicate records loaded into
CEFFORT.
Step 10: Transfer harvest/catch files into FAS_ST.
Notes: As in step 9, STANDUPL asks if records for CCATCH are to be transferred to
FAS_ST. Following a positive response, 'Y', the path and name of the GROUP n.CAT text
file is requested and data are loaded into CCATCH. After all records have been transferred into
CCATCH, the null values loaded for columns CUCODE and CSCODE in CCATCH are
replaced by the values determined earlier for the associated GROUP n.CAI record in
CIDSCRATCH. The program then checks for and deletes any duplicate records loaded into
CCATCH.
STANDUPL concludes by returning to the APPLICATIONS module of R:Base. From
APPLICATIONS another transfer program may be chosen, such as SUPPUPL described in
the next section.
(B) LOADING COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ DATA TO FAS_ST
Step 1: Run COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ on the Apple //e system (Bayley et al.
1990a).
Notes: COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ has been modified to optionally save data as six
DOS3.3 text files on a 5.25" disk in Drive 2. This modified version outputs data on released
fish without the option for catch output No information is lost, because harvest and released
data can be summed to obain catch estimates.
Care is required when selecting the main strata (year-periods and sections), because
records in FAS_ST are defined in part by their main strata composition. While the inclusion of
unsampled year-periods or sections has no affect on the summary values calculated by
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COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ, it will affect the value for CUCODE assigned to the data set
within R:Base. Because unsampled strata are always omitted from STATCALC analyses,
these strata should always be 'zeroed out' when running COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ.
The 6 text files written by COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ are given a common root name
and are identified by postfixes as in (A). The root name comprises the first eight characters of
the lake's name. The files produced are:
(1) lakename.CAI is an incomplete equivalent of the "GROUP n.CAI" file produced by
FINAL-CATCH. 'lakename.CAI' comprises one record that identifies the data set analyzed
(i.e. lake, year, main strata, day/night creel definition, and angler type). This record is
structured to match the format of CIDSCRATCH. Nulls are inserted in columns of
CIDSCRATCH that are inapplicable to COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ outputs. Such columns
include those describing stratification schemes used in an analysis (columns
MSTRATCOALESCED, MSCOAL, DPERCOAL, DTYPECOAL) and the sampling ratios of
the data set (SRATIO and EFRATIO).
(2) lakename.CTS contains one record containing summaries of the number of interviews
conducted, with boat and shore breakdowns for completed trip interviews; the duration of
completed trips broken down by boat and shore anglers; the distance travelled by all angler
parties; the success ratings given by all angler parties; and the number of interviews where
illegal catches were recorded. Data are organized to match the structure of FAS_ST table
CTRIPSUM.
(3) lakename.SPS - contains numbers of interviews by 'species sought' reported by single
anglers or angler-parties. Single records are written for each species or species group reported
as sought. Data are organized to match the structure of FAS_ST table CSPSOUGHT.
(4) lakename.PSZ contains numbers of interviews by party size for boat and shore anglers. A
record is written for each party size reported in either boat or shore interviews of the data set.
Data are organized to match the structure of FASST table CPARTYSIZE.
(5) lakename.FRT contains data that breakdown completed trip anglers (boat and shore parties
combined) by the catch in numbers of fish per angler within a party for up to 3
species-size-class groups. A record is written for each harvested or released catch by
species-size-class group, ranging from 'O' to '31+' with a corresponding number of anglers.
Data are organized to match the structure of FAS_ST table CCTFRATE.
(6) lakename.LFQ contains length frequency data for up to 3 species. A record is written for
each species-centimeter-size-class of fish, with separate records written for harvested and
released fish. Data are organized to match the structure of FASST table CLFREQ.
When analyses are run on the same creel database for different subsets of data (such as
for different angler types) or on the same subset of data to produce catch rate and length
frequency data for different species of fish, separate 5.25" disks should be used for each
analysis. This avoids overwriting files a from previous analysis, which may have the same
names.
Step 2: Transfer of text files from the Apple lie to the PC.
Notes: Use Kermit as in Step 3 under (A).
All six COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ files should be transferred from the first analysis
of a data set. With subsequent analyses of the same data set, identical lakename.CTS,
lakename.PSZ, and lakename.SPS files are produced, and therefore do not need to be
transferred a second time. For example, a data set might be reanalyzed for length frequency
data on three different species of fish. However, the lakename.CAI must always be transferred
because it contains links used by R:Base to define the data set identification (column
CUCODE) required of all records loaded to tables CTRIPSUM, CSPSOUGHT,
CPARTYSIZE, CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ. The text files for these 5 tables are created with a
null value for CUCODE, because the subsequent assignment of a value depends on the
existence of corresponding records currently in table CIDTABLE.
Step 3: Run SUPPUPL from R:Base to load MS-DOS text files into FAS_ST.
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Note: SUPPUPL is run as a submenu option under the R:Base 3.0 main menu module
APPLICATIONS.
Step 4: Enter the path and name of the lakename.CAI file.
Notes: The lakename.CAI record is automatically transferred to the FAS_ST table
CIDSCRATCH (Chapter 2). SUPPUPL checks CIDTABLE for records with the same values
for columns LAKE, YEAR, MSTRATSAMPLED,DN, and SPPSOUGHT. If a matching
record is found in CIDTABLE for the lakename.CAI record (i.e., if data of other analyses
from this specific data set exist in FAS_ST) the value of CUCODE from the matching record
is used by SUPPUPL to define the CUCODE value for anticipated records from
lakename.CTS, lakename.SPS, lakename.PSZ, lakename.FRT, and lakename.LFQ files.
This is a critical step, because CUCODE identifies all data in CIDTABLE, CTRIPSUM,
CSPSOUGHT, CPARTYSIZE, CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ.Then the lakename.CAI record
is deleted from CIDSCRATCH.
If no match is found in CIDTABLE, SUPPUPL uses the lakename.CAI data to create a
new but incomplete record in CIDTABLE. A new CUCODE is then assigned to this record
based on the autonumbering formula set for the CUCODE column within LAKEDIST. The
incomplete record, containing values only for columns LAKE, YEAR,
MSTRATSAMPLED,DN, SPPSOUGHT, and CUCODE, is saved to CIDTABLE to
ensure the consistent assignment of the CUCODE value for any subsequent transfers of data
from that data set. The status of the incomplete record in CIDTABLE when loading
catch/effort data is described in Step 5 under (A).
Step 5: Optionally transfer remaining text files into FAS_ST.
Notes: SUPPUPL asks if records for CTRIPSUM, CSPSOUGHT, CPARTYSIZE,
CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ, in turn, are to be transferred to FAS_ST. Following a positive
response, 'Y', the path and root name from lakename.CAI are displayed with the appropriate
3- letter extension of the text file to be loaded for the selected FAS_ST table.
For example, if data for table CTRIPSUM is requested and text files from the 1989
creel of JOHNSON LAKE are stored in directory 'C:\CREEL', SUPPUPL will display the
filename 'C:\CREEL\JOHNSON.CTS' . The user can accept this default path and file name or
overwrite it with the appropriate name.
After the text file name has been entered, data are transferred to the given FAS_ST
table. Null values for CUCODE are replaced by the value held by SUPPUPL and finally any
duplicate records are deleted.
SUPPUPL concludes by returning to the APPLICATIONS module of R:Base.
(C) LOADING CREEL SURVEY DESIGN DATA TO FAS_ST
This program is being developed to transfer creel design data directly from the CREEL90
General Manager data base on the Apple l//e to the PC. An Applesoft BASIC interface
program, USER.DESIGNOUT, selects all Screen 2 and Screen 4 records from a CREEL90
data base containing a single annual creel and writes them as two DOS3.3 text files on a
5.25-in. disk. Older creel data sets based on the 'CREEL' blank forms, must be updated to the
'CREEL90' format before this transfer. USER.DESIGNOUT will be available on an updated
version of the CREEL Ramfactor loader disk.
The root name of the two text files files, lakename.COM and lakename.DES, is the first eight
characters of the lake name. lakename.COM consists of one record made up of the name of the
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lake, the year of the creel survey, a designation of the creel as either a (D)ay or (N)ight creel,
and a string holding the comments field from Screen 2. Data from this file are formatted for
transfer to the FAS_ST table, CCOMMENT. If the comments field of Screen 2 is empty,
DESIGNOUT does not create a lakename.COM file.
lakename.DES consists of the records of Screen 4, with each record prefaced by the name of
the lake, the year of the survey, and a designation of the creel as either a (D)ay or (N)ight
creel. Data from this file are formatted for transfer to the FAS_ST table, CSTRATA.
Both files are small, so they can be written to a 5.25-in. diskette holding either the standard
output or completed trip/supplementary output DOS3.3 text files. DESIGNOUT needs to be
run only once for a CREEL90 database, because the output is applicable to every analysis
from that data base.
Files are transferred to the PC using Kermit as described under (A). The MS-DOS text files
are loaded into their respective tables in the FAS_ST database by running the R:Base
application program, DESIGNUPL. DESIGNUPL is run from within R:Base 3.0 as a
submenu option of the R:Base main menu module APPLICATIONS.
DESIGNUPL prompts for the uploading of data from lakenumb.DES to the FAS_ST table,
CSTRATA. After a positive response and the path and name of the lakenumb.DES are
entered, records are added to CSTRATA. DESIGNUPL then repeats this routine for data table
CCOMMENT. When a data record is loaded to CCOMMENT from a lakenumb.COM file,
DESIGNUPL automatically sets the value of COMFLAG to Y' for all records in CIDTABLE
with matching values for columns LAKE, YEAR, and D_N. When COMFLAG is set to 'Y',
records in CIDTABLE are flagged to alert users of the STATE FAS that the comment records
should be read prior to including the corresponding data in any R:Base report or analysis.
DESIGNUPL concludes by returning to the APPLICATIONS module of R:Base.
CONCLUSIONS AND HARDWARE/SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
The creel data transfer package is designed to permit the painless transfer of any set or subset
of creel survey data into the statewide data base, FAS_ST. Although the process may appear
intimidating because we have included considerable detail, the programs are user-friendly. The
main requirements are answers to a series of prompts within the DISTRICT-FAS (Creel) and
R:Base application programs, and keeping track of the text files created by the DISTRICT
FAS (Creel) output programs before the information is transferred to FASST. The system is
flexible enough to allow the Department of Conservation to define a protocol of what creel
information should be stored in an 'official' version of FASST.
Hardware requirements are:
1. An Apple lie computer outfitted to run the DISTRICT FAS system (Bayley et al. 1990a),
2. An Apple Super Serial or compatible serial card,
3. An IBM-PC-compatible computer with a hard disk, and
4. A 25 pin RS-232 cable to connect the serial card of the Apple //e with a serial port (either
COM1 or COM2) of the PC computer.
The software requirements are the DISTRICT FAS (Creel) for the Apple //e system (Bayley et
al. 1990a) which is on a single Ramfactor Upload 3.5-in. disk; R:Base 3.0 and associated
STATE FAS programs for the PC; and a communication program, such as Kermit, to transfer
files between the computers.
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Chapter 4. Data Reporting
This chapter is designed to serve as a report-development guideline for IDOC personnel in
Springfield and Regional offices. Data output in FAS_ST is currently generated by the data
reporting utilities of R:BASE 3.0. Descriptions with examples of the modules, menus and
commands used in report generation are covered in the "R:Base 3.0 User's Manual" and
"R:Base 3.0 Reference Manual" by Microrim Inc., (1990). Users of the STATE FAS are
recommended to examine these manuals, especially the "User's Manual", to become acquainted
with the full range of reporting options available within R:BASE 3.0.
ELEMENTARY REPORTING IN R:BASE
The simplest way to output data is to use SELECT from the R:Base command mode. The
SELECT command lists the data of specified columns of a given table or view, either in the
default column order or in the order listed in the command. It also optionally allows for a sorted
display of data in either ascending or descending order for any column or combination of
columns. The columns to be sorted on, the sorting sequence, and the type of sort for each
column are set with the ORDERED BY option clause of SELECT. A condition list of criteria
that rows must meet in order to be displayed can also be applied to the SELECT command
using the WHERE option clause. The criteria permissible in the condition list cover the entire
range of standard mathematical conditions (=,>,<, etc.), as well as specialized selection
criteria, such as CONTAINS, IS LIKE, and BETWEEN.
Other R:BASE 3.0 commands relating to data output include:
COMPUTE--used for the calculation of basic statistics such as total, minimum, maximum,
mean, standard deviation, and variance for the data of a selected column;
TALLY--lists each unique value of a column and its number of occurrences; and
CROSSTAB--counts the number of cases, computes the sum, the minimum, the maximum, or
calculates the average of each unique pair of values from two columns in a table or view.
These commands may be used with a WHERE option clause, to limit the number of records
affected by the command.
STRUCTURED REPORTING IN R:BASE
The main menu module REPORTS provides a more formal output procedure. REPORTS gives
users the ability to create reports for either a single data table or for several related tables
through a specific view, using a series of menu-driven prompts and a full-page editor. Data can
be displayed as originally entered, summarized through break points, or transformed or totalled
through variables defined in the report.
REPORTS also allows for the display of such system variables as #DATE (which inserts the
current date), #TIME (the current time), #PAGE (automatic page numbering variable), or
look-up variables, which store data from tables or views other than the driving table. The report
editor allows positioning of data on the report page. It also permits text to be incorporated into
the body of the report, such as for titles or headings, and for the formatting of text, by inserting
special printer control codes into the body of the report.
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Report development starts with decisions on which data items (columns) to display, whether to
display all or a select number of cases (rows), and finding where those items are stored in the
database. "LIST ALL" entered while in R:BASE command mode will list tables, views, and
columns of a given database. Command mode is accessed from the R:BASE main menu by
selecting the 'R> prompt' option under the EXIT menu.
If the columns of interest for a report occur over several related tables, the creation of a view is
required to serve as the report's 'driving table'. A driving table is either a single table or view
that is designated as the primary source of data for a report. Only one driving table is allowed
per report.
PROCEDURES FOR CREATING VIEWS
Two methods can create Views. One is uses the CREATE VIEW command from the R:BASE
command mode. The VIEWS module of the RBASE 3.0 Main Menu is the most user-friendly
tool for creating or modifying views. The VIEWS module integrates three data base
procedures:
(1) browsing, or listing columns and records of a data table or view, (2) editing, which
includes changing, adding to or deleting records from a table or view, and
(3) the building of queries.
Queries are basically temporary views, defined in the R:BASE User's Manual as "a question
you organize and construct to get information from your data base tables and columns."
The creation of a view involves building a query in the QUERY submenu of the VIEWS
module. Creating a query requires
(i) the selection of data tables,
(ii) the selection of columns within those tables,
(iii) the setting of links between tablesthrough the selection of common columns of those tables
(these are usually columns of the same name and definition, although columns of different
names can be linked as long as there are common data between the columns), and
(iv) the optional setting of conditions on columns to specify the rows to be included in the
query.
The Query-by-Example process
The entire View definition process is accomplished through the R:BASE Query-by-Example
(QBE) system. This system interactively guides users through the query creation process,
employing a series of pulldown menus and submenus, and screen displays. To select elements
for the query one must highlight menu options and table columns from the screen display.
Tables are displayed when they are added to a query along with previously selected tables, as
the series of columns composing the table. Columns are selected for a query by being
highlighted within the screen display, then selected through the CHOOSE COLUMNS option
of the QUERY menu.
Once selected, a colunm is redisplayed with its name preceded by a check mark. Columns are
linked together using a similar selection process. When columns are linked '<link n>" appears
below the column name, where 'n' is the link number. In a similar fashion, any condition set
on a query column is displayed below the name of that column.
Data selected and related between tables can be viewed by selecting the "SHOW
BROWSE/EDIT SCREEN" option in the QUERY menu. Records are displayed starting with
the first column of the first table selected for the query. Columns are identified by a '#Tn"
preceding their name. 'n' refers to the order that a table was added to the query.
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A screen preview will indicate whether a query incorporates the correct data and in a manner
required for the report. If modifications are needed, highlighting the "SHOW QUERY
SCREEN" option of the QUERY will return control to the query definition process. Another
QUERY menu option allows computed columns to be created in the query. Computed columns
are calculated from the values of a column or columns that are part of the query, using a
function entered by the user.
Considerations when selecting columns for a view
The following factors should be considered when tables and columns are selected for a query
that is intended as a driving view for a report:
(a) Which columns hold data that will appear verbatim in the report
(b) Which columns have data needed for computation of variables that will be displayed in the
report (for example the column C_ACRES in table CIDTABLE would be required to compute a
variable holding creel values per acre).
(c) Which columns will be used to organize or sort the data display (for example lake name or
year of sampling).
(d) Which columns will be used to select the data displayed (such as which species to display,
year of sample, type of angler).
(e) Which columns are necessary for the linking of tables to create the view (such as CUCODE
and CSCODE for CREEL component data in FAS_ST).
Any column corresponding to one of these categories should be included in the query.
Columns can also be included to make the query applicable to other reports. Queries can
incorporate the data of up to 400 columns from a maximum of five tables. Each table can have
up to 20 links with other tables within a query.
The query is then saved as a view using the SAVE QUERY AS A VIEW option within the
QUERY menu. Once a view has been created, it can also be modified using the QUERY menu.
To do this, the view must first be selected in the MANAGE VIEWS-MODIFY option of the
VIEWS module, then retrieved as a new query. Once retrieved as a query, the full range of
QUERY menu operations may be used on the view. The modified view may be saved under its
original name or as a new view.
Optimization of view processing using index columns
When the 'complexity' of a driving view increases report generation speed decreases.
Complexity is measured by the number of tables related, the total size of each table, and the
number of columns in the view.
Processing speed is improved by indexing of common columns. An index is a record (key) of
data locations in a column stored with the tables definition. Indexing can be set on a column by
using the table creation and modification procedure in the main menu module INFO, or by
using the CREATE INDEX command in the command mode. RBASE 3.0 can reference only
one index per data base operation, therefore it is best to key only the common or criteria column
that has the most unique cases. Processing is also faster when the last rule or criterion in a
condition list compares a keyed column using the EQUALS comparison, and when that
criterion, in multi-condition clauses, is preceded by the logical operator 'AND'.
DRIVING VIEW CONSTRUCTION: AN EXAMPLE
The view CLAKESVIEW was created in FAS_ST (Figure 4). CLAKESVIEW serves as a
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driving table for the report CLAKESRP (discussed below in 'Report creation: an example'),
which summarizes the impoundments and years that were creeled by IDOC-Fisheries region
and district.
Data selection is the first step in creating a driving view. CLAKESRP is designed to provide a
list of all of the creeled lakes within the STATE FAS database, broken down by year and by
IDOC Fisheries Region and District Thus each row within the view being created required the
name of the lake, the region and district of the lake, and the year that the lake was creeled. The
acreage of creeled lake and whether the creel was a day or night creel are also displayed in the
report, requiring columns for those items in the view.
Creating CLAKESVIEW using QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE
Data meeting the report requirements are found in two FASST tables, CIDTABLE and
LAKEDIST. The next step is to glean this data from the database by constructing a query in
R:BASE:
Step 1. Highlight VIEWS from the R:Base Main Menu.
Step 2. Highlight the option CREATE/MODIFY from the VIEWS submenu.
Step 3. Highlight QUERY from the VIEWS CREATE/MODIFY menu.
Step 4. Highlight ADD TABLES within the QUERY menu.
Note: This displays a pop-up a menu listing all of the data tables in FAS_ST.
Step 5. Highlight CIDTABLE.
Note: The column structure of CIDTABLE is displayed on the screen, headlined by the table
name, prefaced with '#T1'.
Step 6. Select column YEAR by highlighting the column directly under its name.
Step 7. Select the option CHOOSE COLUMNS from the QUERY menu.
Step 8. From the CHOOSE COLUMNS submenu appearing to the right of the QUERY
menu, highlight SELECT/UNSELECT.
Note: As each column is selected a check mark will appear in front of the column name.
Step 9. Repeat columns 6-8 for columns C_ACRES, and D_N.
Step 10. Add column LAKENUMB from CIDTABLE through the CHOOSE COLUMNS
option.
Note: The column LAKE in CIDTABLE is apparently an obvious choice for inclusion in the
query. However, LAKE contains lake names entered in the DISTRICT FAS data bases that are
not checked for standardization. Therefore, a lake may appear under different names in the
table. Later, the IDOC lake identification number in LAKENUMB will be linked to the table
LAKEDIST.
Step 11. Add table LAKEDIST to the query by highlighting ADD TABLES in the QUERY
menu and selecting the table from the submenu displayed to the right of the QUERY menu.
Note: The column structure of LAKEDIST is displayed beneath that of CIDTABLE, and
headlined with the table name prefaced by '#T2'.
Step 12. Select all columns from LAKEDIST by highlighting the CHOOSE COLUMNS
option of QUERY, then highlighting the SELECT/UNSELECT ALL submenu option.
Note: All four columns of LAKEDIST are chosen for the view CLAKESVIEW since three of
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these, LAKE, REGION, and DISTRICT will be displayed verbatim in the report, while the
fourth, LAKENUMB, is necessary as a link.
Step 13. Relate CIDTABLE with LAKEDIST by creating a link between the two tables. First
highlight column LAKENUMB under CIDTABLE. Next, highlight LINK TABLES from the
QUERY menu. Highlight '= EQUAL' from the submenu of criteria operators. Next, highlight
the column LAKENUMB under LAKEDIST and press <RETURN>. Both columns will be
labeled with '<link 1>'.
Note: The column LAKE in LAKEDIST provides standard names for impoundments. By
setting a link of LAKENUMB of CIDTABLE = LAKENUMB of LAKEDIST, each row of
data from CIDTABLE can be joined with data in the columns of LAKEDIST, if the values of
LAKENUMB in the two tables match.
The link between CIDTABLE and LAKEDIST is an example of a MANY-TO-ONE
relationship, because several records of the same lake in CIDTABLE are related to a unique
lake record in LAKEDIST.
Stepl4. Add table DNTEXT as in Step 10 and select all columns of DNTEXT as in Step 11.
Note: The column structure of DNTEXT is displayed beneath that of LAKEDIST, and
headlined with the table name prefaced by '#T3'.
Step 15. Link DNTEXT with CIDTABLE by first highlighting column D_N within
CIDTABLE, then highlighting LINK TABLES from the QUERY menu. Select the criteria
operator '= EQUAL'. Next, highlight the column DN under DNTEXT and press
<RETURN>. Both columns will be labeled with '<link 2>'.
Note: The column D_N contains coded data. This step provides an alternative by adding a
third table, DNTEXT, which has two columns, DN and DAY_NIGHT. DAY_NIGHT
contains strings (DAY' or 'NIGHT') for the codes in D_N. To relate the records of column
DAY_NIGHT to the records of CIDTABLE, another link is specified for the view, using the
common column of D_N.
Step 16. Add columns CQUAL3 and CQUAL4 from CIDTABLE, by highlighting each
column then selecting the CHOOSE COLUMNS option of the QUERY menu.
Note: Although all the data for displaying in the CLAKESRP report have been collected, two
qualifiers for records in CIDTABLE are added to the query for CLAKESVIEW: CQUAL3 and
CQUAL4. Column CQUAL3 indicates whether a record represents an analysis of a complete
creel survey or a partial survey. CQUAL4 indicates whether the analysis represents the best
analysis of that data set (i.e., the best stratification scheme). While neither of these columns are
displayed in the report, nor serve to order the data of the view, their inclusion allows for the
option of limiting reports to criteria set on either of these columns. For example, by including
the condition clause of WHERE CQUAL3 = 'A' on the PRINT statement for CLAKESRP, a
summary of creeled lakes would be printed that only included lakes with complete survey
analyses. To list all creeled lakes in the report regardless of the completeness of the data set
analyzed, the report would be run without a condition on CQUAL3.
Step 17. Highlight the SAVE QUERY AS A VIEW option from the QUERY menu and enter
the name CLAKESVIEW at the prompt
Note: This saves the temporary query as a view. The final query screen and the view
definition created by this process are listed in Figure 4. Report development is discussed in
'Report creation: an example' below.
Setting conditions on views
Criteria set on columns in a view serve to limit the data summarized by reports. For instance,
setting a condition of 'REGION = 5' in view CLAKESVIEW, would limit CLAKESRP to
surveys occurring in IDOC Region 5. Conditions may be set on any number of columns in a
view. Columns that often require conditions in FAS_ST include CQUAL3, CQUAL4, BSST
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(typically set to 'ST to specify BOAT/SHORE STRATIFIED for effort and catch data), DPER
(typically set to '4' to specify all day periods), and H_C to specify harvest or catch data only.
Placing conditions in a view, as opposed to in the PRINT command which executes a report,
limits the versatility of reports. Views should be restricted by conditions only when the generic
report always requires those restrictions. For example, CQUAL3 should be set to 'A' in a view
when the report type always requires complete creel surveys.
REPORT CREATION
Report creation follows the selection of a data table or creation of a view. Reports are designed
and modified using the REPORT BUILDING screen in the REPORTS module of R:BASE
3.0.
Prior design considerations
A sketch of the report should take into consideration:
1. which columns to display,
2. whether all rows of data are to be displayed or just summaries of columns,
3. whether variables need to be defined by calculations or as lookup variables to display data
from other tables,
4. which columns should be displayed within header sections and which columns should be
listed as subordinate to header information;
5. whether a column should be displayed in ascending or descending order,
6. whether subtotals and grand totals of columns or variables are required,
7. what text to include in the report specifically report titles, page titles, and column headings.,
8. the display format of individual columns or variables, and
9. the general page and print format of the report.
R:Base report modules
There are two options in the REPORTS module:
QUICK REPORT provides a simple framework that can be modified. The following inputs are
requested:
1. name and description for the report,
2. driving table,
3. driving table columns to print,
4. column-wise or row-wise pattern display option.
QUICK REPORT then shows the framework in the R:BASE REPORT BUILDING screen,
which can be customized by using the options available on the screen.
CUSTOM REPORT has no framework. It requests a report name, description, and driving
table. Column selection and display layout is expedited in the REPORT BUILDING module,
using menu options and the REPORT EDITOR. The REPORT EDITOR acts as a full screen
editor (Figure 5) and has the following sections:
'Report Header' typically holds the title and the date of the report;
'Page Header' appears at the top of each page and usually includes page number and column
headings;
'Break Header' appears as a subheading whenever a specified column or variable changes
value;
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'Detail' lists all values of a single block of data, usually rows of data from specified columns or
variables;
'Break Footer' appears at the end of a block of data, whenever a specified column or variable
changes value, and generally includes subtotal values of that column or variable;
'Page Footer' appears at the end of each page and contains such items as the sum of column
values displayed on that page; and
'Report Footer' appears at the end of the report and contains such values as column or variable
grand totals.
Details of the REPORT EDITOR are found in the R:BASE 3.0 User's Manual.
The order of execution of REPORT BUILDING options is usually not critical. For instance,
one can define all report variables in the VARIABLES menu prior to defining field locations in
the REPORT EDITOR, or enter the definitions directly in the editor. The REPORT EDITOR
will prompt for a definition prior to locating the field of a previously undefined variable.
However, order is important when defining Break Header or Break Footer sections.
Breakpoints must be defined in the LAYOUT menu (up to a maximum of 10) before the
REPORT EDITOR will display Break sections as possible report sections. Breakpoints are flags
set on designated columns or variables (i.e., BREAK COLUMNS) to indicate changes in
groups of data. Breakpoints cause records in the driving view to be temporarily sorted, in
ascending order, on the break column data values. Data of those columns are displayed in the
report only when they change.
Output device options
The R:Base 3.0 OUTPUT command entered prior to PRINT directs output to the monitor
(OUTPUT SCREEN) (the default), printer (OUTPUT PRINTER), a DOS file (OUTPUT
filename), or any combination of the three (e.g., OUTPUT filename WITH BOTH).
REPORT CREATION: EXAMPLE 1
The report CLAKESRP displays region and district identifications, the names of impoundments
creeled, their surface area, the years each were sampled, and the type of surveys conducted on
the impoundment. Because the columns storing these data occur in three related tables, the view
CLAKESVIEW (Figure 4) was created (see 'Driving view construction: an example') to serve
as the driving table for CLAKESRP. A report page was designed (Figure 5) to display the data
in five levels: (1) by year (column YEAR); (2) by region (column REGION); (3) by district
(column DISTRICT); (4) by impoundment (column LAKE); and (5) by creel survey type, either
day or night (column D_N).
Breakpoints were organized to report these five columns from the LAYOUT menu of the
REPORT DEFINITION screen (Figure 6). Data rows were first sorted on YEAR until a row
was encountered that had a value for YEAR identical to a row already sorted. Those two rows
were then sorted on the values of the next break column, REGION. If both were from the same
REGION, sorting was then done on the values in break column DISTRICT. This process
continued with all five break columns until all cases of the driving view were sorted.
The VARIABLES menu was then used to express year data in four digits using the variable
YR1900 (Figure 6).
CLAKESRP was then divided into seven sections using the REPORT EDITOR: a Report
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Header, a Page Header and five Break Headers, one for each break column (Figure 5). The
Report Header (RH) occupies four rows that includes a system variable holding the current date,
#DATE. The Page Header (PH) contains a system variable, #PAGE, for displaying the page
number and text, underlined using special printer codes, for column titles.
In the first three break sections (H1-H3) text is mixed with the location of column or variable
fields. The fourth Break Header (H4) includes the field locations for the standard lake name,
LAKE, and the creeled acreage of the lake (C_ACRES). Because C_ACRES is in the same
Break Header section as a break column, a value for C_ACRES will be displayed only when a
new value for LAKE is printed. The relationship between LAKE and C_ACRES is one-to-one,
therefore inclusion of C_ACRES in the same section as LAKE displayed all of the selected data
of these two columns. However, with a many-to-one relationship only the first value of the
column associated with the break column is printed. For instance, if CACRES were substituted
in the fourth Break Header by SPP_SOUGHT, only the first SPP_SOUGHT record for each
impoundment would be displayed.
To display all values from a many-to-one relationship, a field for the "many" column should be
located either in a Data section or in a separate Break Header section directly under the section
with the "one" column. With CLAKESRP, each impoundment may have day and night creel
surveys for a given year. To display both types of creels for an impoundment, the field for
column DAY_NIGHT (the text equivalent D_N) could be located either in a Data or as a Break
Header section following LAKE. Here we have designated column D_N as a breakpoint and
located DAY_NIGHT in the fifth Break Header (H5) section, to take advantage of the automatic
sorting performed on breakpoints.
Use of conditional clauses
Reports are run using the PRINT command in R:BASE 3.0's main module. Two examples
created from CLAKESRP are presented in Figures 7 and 8. Both demonstrate the use of
conditional clauses with PRINT to create reports on different subsets of data from the view
CLAKESVIEW. To create a summary report of all Region 3 lakes with day creel survey data
after 1987, the condition 'WHERE DN = 'D' AND YEAR > 87 AND REGION = 3' was
added to the "PRINT CLAKESRP" command. A summary report of all night creel surveys
after 1987 was created with the conditional clause, " WHERE D_N = 'N' AND YEAR > 87 "
(Figure 8).
A second optional clause on the PRINT command, ORDERED BY, presents an alternative to
setting breakpoints when sorting data. However, ORDERED BY prevents the automatic sorting
of data on break columns, resulting in unpredictable outputs. Therefore, mixing ORDERED BY
with break columns should be avoided.
REPORT CREATION: EXAMPLE 2
The report HARVEFF (Figures 9-11) is appropriate for standard creel data from lakes that have
been continuously surveyed. HARVEFF includes the sampling ratio, total fishing effort, and
total fish harvest for a lake broken down by the type of creel (day or night) and by survey year.
The report is based on the following driving view:
View: HARVEFF
SELECT
#T1 .LAKE,#T1 .YEAR,#T1 .C_ACRES ,#T1.D_N,#T1 .SPP_SOUGHT,#T1 .SRATIO,#T1 .C
UCODE,#T1.CSCODE,#T1.CQUAL3,#T1.CQUAL4,#T2.CUCODE,#T2.CSCODE,#T2.DP
ER,#T2.BSST,#T2.TANGHR,#T2.SETANGHR,#T2.TVTANGHR,#T3.CUCODE,#T3.CS
CODE,#T3.DPER,#T3.BSST,#T3.FASSP,#T3.H_C,#T3.TOTFISH,#T3.SETOTFISH,#T3.
TVTOTFISH,#T5.* FROM CIDTABLE #T1,CEFFORT #T2,CCATCH #T3,DNTEXT #T5
WHERE (((#TI.CUCODE = #T2.CUCODE) AND (#T1.CUCODE = #T3.CUCODE) AND
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(#T1.CSCODE = #T2.CSCODE ) AND ( #T1.CSCODE = #T3.CSCODE) AND ( #T1.D_N =
#T5.D_N)) AND ((#T1.SPP_SOUGHT = 'ALL' AND #T1.CQUAL3 = 'A' AND
#T1.CQUAL4 = Y AND #T2.DPER = 4 AND #T2.BSST = 'ST AND #T3.DPER = 4
AND #T3.BSST = 'ST AND #T3.FASSP = 'TOT AND #T3.H_C = 'IH )))
This view uses data primarily from three tables: CIDTABLE (referred to as #T1), CEFFORT
(#T2), and CCATCH (#T3). CIDTABLE contributes the data required by the records of
CEFFORT and CCATCH to identify their data sets by lake, year, and creel type, and
contributes columns used to limit the data reported. Common columns CUCODE and CSCODE
were included from all three tables to link records of CIDTABLE with the effort and harvest data
of CEFFORT and CCATCH. CEFFORT and CCATCH contribute data on the total fishing
effort and harvest, respectively, and data to calculate 95% confidence intervals. A fourth table
DNTEXT(#T5) was included to clarify the codes of column D_N as in CLAKESVIEW.
All columns used are listed between SELECT and FROM, and tables between FROM and
WHERE. The conditional clause listed after the WHERE statement includes links between
tables (listed up to 'AND') and the conditions set on individual columns. The following
conditions were included in HARVEFF. In CIDTABLE, SPPSOUGHT = 'ALL' specified
analyses based on all angler interviews, CQUAL3 = 'A' specified analyses of complete creel
data sets, and CQUAL4 = 'Y' limited the analyses to surveys from the best stratification
scheme. In CEFFORT and CCATCH, DPER =4 specified effort estimates for full day, BSST =
'ST specified the use of BOAT/SHORE STRATIFIED totals. In addition, CCATCH had
FASSP = TOT to specify records for lake totals and H_C = 'H' to specify harvested fish
totals.
HARVEFF displays data from LAKE, C_ACRES, DAY_NIGHT, and SRATIO, and uses
system variables for page number and current date (Figure 9). The remaining seven fields
display variables calculated in HARVEFF view (Figure 10). YEAR19 equals YR1900 in report
CLAKESRP. EPA calculates effort per acre. LCE and UCE calculate lower and upper 95%
confidence limits for total effort/acre, respectively. HPA calculates total harvest per acre using
data from column TOTFISH in CCATCH. LCH and UCH calculate lower and upper 95%
confidence limits for total harvest per acre.Breaking points were based on LAKE, D_N, and
YEAR (Figure 10). Selection of impoundments is controlled by the WHERE clause. Figure 11
shows the output when HARVEFF was run with the the command: "PRINT HARVEFF
WHERE LAKE EQ 'SANGCHRIS'".
COMMENTS ON REPORT PROCESSING
R:BASE 3.0's view and report structures are reasonably flexible. Also, the menu-driven
interface of the R:BASE INFO and REPORTS modules and the screen preview option make
report creation relatively user-friendly for an MS-DOS-based package. However, the system has
a significant limitation.
Time to process data is a significant component of total report generation time. Actions
requiring frequent disk access, such as the relating and sorting of data during the printing of a
report, are constrained by disk access speed and computer memory. When numerous or
complex relates, multiple sorts, or multiple-condition checks are required, the execution of such
commands as PRINT can take hours with a large data base such as FAS_ST. If this is a
problem, computer memory should be increased. This can be done by adding extended or
expanded memory, and using disk caching or RAM disk software that utilizes memory above
the 640K base.
When the program RVMX.COM (included with R:Base 3.0) is activated prior to entering
R:Base, it enables 96K of the video card's memory to be used as DOS memory. This is
available on machines with an EGA or VGA graphics card and can be used because R:Base does
not perform graphics routines.
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Chapter 5. Application Programs in R:Base 3.0
It is expected that standard report generation will be a common R:Base activity. However,
repetitive manual preparation of reports can be tedious and some R:base expertise is necessary.
It is advantageous if untrained personnel can process large quantities of data into generic reports
following a few simple instructions. For instance, the procedures in Chapter 4 can be automated
by combining them into an application program. These programs can be interactive so that
different data can be accessed and output in a given format
When a report requires a subset of data, the subset of interest must be defined by either setting
conditions on the driving view for the report or on the PRINT command executing the report.
For reports that are run frequently for a variety of subsets, constant redefining of the conditions
set on the view or re-entering new condition clauses to the PRINT command takes a long time.
An alternative is to incorporate the criteria selection process and report execution in an R:Base
application program.
APPLICATION PROGRAM DEFINITION
An application program is a menu-driven set of command files or R:Base procedures that
perform a specific series of tasks. These tasks can entail the execution of a series of R:BASE
commands, such as loading data into a database, updating or reporting data, the display of other
menus or the execution of other procedure files.
APPLICATION PROGRAM COMPONENTS
An R:Base 3.0 application can consist of a single procedure file or a series of files called on by a
main program. Each procedure file is organized into one or a series of command blocks, and can
optionally include menu blocks and help-screen blocks.
Command blocks
Command blocks are the equivalent of subroutines in other programming languages. These
blocks contain sets of R:Base system commands and functions and are delineated from other
blocks by the commands $COMMAND and RETURN.
Examples of command block operations are commands which set the R:Base system
environment, such as "SET ERROR MESSAGE OFF"; conditional processing segments such
as those defined by IF-THEN-ENDIF, which route programs to different sets of commands;
and execution commands such as RUN or PRINT. Command blocks can also call and run
programs written externally to R:BASE using the ZIP command. Command blocks are executed
only when requested by name with the RUN command.
Menu blocks
Menu blocks define single R:BASE menu definitions. Each block consists of a name which is
referenced by the menu execution command CHOOSE, followed by the menu type and title, and
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lastly the list of choices that appear when the menu is displayed. In R:Base 3.0 menus can be
defined as one of seven different types. These types include: horizontal (ROW), vertical
(COLUMN), pop-up (POPUP), bar (BAR), bar With pull-down (PULLDOWN), sort check
box (CHKSORT), and checkbox (CHKBOX). The actions ascribed to each option within a
menu are defined by the conditional processing command block following the CHOOSE
command calling the menu.
Vertical menus
A total of nine options are possible in vertical menus, each up to 72 characters in length. Only
vertical menus are numbered. The number of the selected option is stored in an integer variable
specified by the CHOOSE command. The command block proceeding the CHOOSE command
determines which actions to execute for a given menu selection, through conditional processing
based on the CHOOSE integer variable value. Conditional processing is usually a series of
IF-ELSE-ENDIF commands that compare the CHOOSE value with various conditions (such as
'= 1') before executing statements when the test is true.
The follwing 6 menus are not numbered. The value stored in the CHOOSE command variable is
the exact wording of the menu choice, requiring a string comparison for conditional processing.
Horizontal menus
Horizontal menus are similarly processed by command files. The number of options is only
limited by space. However, APPLICATION EXPRESS has a default limitation of 12 options
and 10 characters per option.
Pop-up menus
Pop-up menus are displayed vertically in a box. Up to 23 options and 72 characters per option
are allowed. APPLICATION EXPRESS has a default limitation of 6 options and 19 characters
per option.
Check box menus
Check box and sort check box menus are essentially pop-up menus that allow for more than one
selection to be chosen. After an option is selected a check is displayed. With sort check box
menus, the check is replaced by the order of selection of each option (1-for the first selection,
etc.) and either an 'A' or 'D' for "ascending" or "descending" order. The sorting option is set by
a second pop-up (or cascading) menu displayed after the first menu selection has been made (see
the MULTICOLUMN SORT display of table columns found under the Sort option of the
INFO/VIEWS menu of R:Base 3.0).
Multiple options are saved to the CHOOSE command variable as a string comprising the exact
text of the choices separated by commas. The number of options and option length is identical to
that for the pop-up menu.
Bar menus
The bar menu displays options horizontally across the screen. Options are unlimited in number,
but each has a length of 72-character limit.
Options with pulldown menus are most common. This menu is actually a combination of a bar
menu with an optional pop-up or check box menu for each bar menu option. The bar menu itself
is limited to 14 options, while the default limits for pop-up or check box elements are those
explained above for the menu types. Option selections are saved as text to the CHOOSE
command variable, with the string saved consisting of the position of the option in the bar menu
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selected, followed by a comma and the exact text of the pop-up or check box option chosen.
Display options for menus
The display of all menus can be customized by specifying foreground and background colors
and the menu screen location in the CHOOSE command calling the menu. Menu blocks are
delineated in a procedure file by the $MENU command and prevail until another block definition
or the end of the procedure file is encountered.
Screen blocks
Screen blocks are invoked by the DISPLAY command in a procedure file. They are made up of
single screens of text which are appropriate for providing on-line help in an application. Screen
blocks are delineated by the command $SCREEN and contain a name unique to that block
followed by the text to be displayed
Screen blocks are commonly called by menus using the F10 key. F10 will return a value of -1
for vertical menus and HELP for horizontal and other text menus. Since F10 is treated as a
menu selection, the value returned by the key is stored in the CHOOSE command variable.
Conditional processing is then used to execute the DISPLAY command which shows the
contents of a specified Screen block.
PROGRAM BUILDING
Application programs can be created by two methods in R:BASE 3.0. A user-friendly method of
creating applications is offered by the module APPLICATION EXPRESS. Alternatively,
RBEDIT provides much more flexibility.
APPLICATION EXPRESS module
A series of menus and prompts are displayed, permitting data base selection, menu creation, and
the assignment of actions to that menu. Menu actions may include entering and editing data with
a user-defined form, displaying the contents of data tables, executing reports, and creating
command files. All entries are contained in a procedure file that is automatically written and
compiled.
Procedure files created in APPLICATION EXPRESS are usually simple because of the
constraints of the menu-prompt procedure. However, programs written in APPLICATION
EXPRESS may be expanded or edited with the R:Base 3.0 editor, RBEDIT. Therefore,
APPLICATION EXPRESS can be useful in creating a rough draft of code that an experienced
user can modify to produce complex applications.
RBEDIT module
An entire procedure file or individual program blocks may be written in RBEDIT. The R:Base
3.0 module CODELOCK is run to join program blocks together into a compiled procedure file
or to convert the ASCII code of a complete command or procedure file into binary form.
Procedure files may include up to 42 blocks of commands, menus, and screens.
APPLICATION PROGRAM EXAMPLE
An example using the CREEL component of the FAS_ST database is presented in Appendix C.
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HAREFF.APP is a procedure file created in RBEDIT for running the creel harvest and effort
summary report HARVEFF. Because HARVEFF is designed around one condition, the
selection of lakes, HAREFF.APP is designed to set lake specifications interactively using a
menu display. HAREFF.APP is composed of two blocks: a command block, HAREFF, and a
menu block, PRNT.
HAREFF is organized into four major segments. The first section opens the STATE FAS
database, FAS_ST, sets various system parameters, defines and initializes variables used within
the program, and displays a message stating the purpose of the program.
The second section incorporates the process of selecting lakes and using the selections to build a
condition statement to control the scope of the report, HARVEFF. A message requests the
selection of a lake for the report. The application then displays a list of creeled lakes for harvest
and effort data currently stored in FAS_ST. Rather than explicitedly calling a menu, this is
accomplished with the CHOOSE command option #VALUES FOR DISTINCT. This option
displays all unique values of a specified column (in this case LAKE) from a specified table
(CIDTABLE) in a format similar to a pop-up menu. One selection can then be made by scrolling
through the different lake names until the desired name appears. The user highlights that name
and presses <RETURN>. The CHOOSE variable VLAKE is set to the name of the lake
selected.
HAREFF then determines whether the lake selection is a single or a multiple selection of lakes
by evaluating the variable VCOUNT. VCOUNT serves as a counter for the number of lakes
selected. Depending on the value of VCOUNT, the text variable VCOND is redefined by
concatenating an appropriate joining clause with the name of the lake selected on to the string
currently stored by VCOND. The string held by VCOND defines the entire condition clause to
be used in the PRINT statement producing the report. This string includes the command
WHERE and any conjunctions used to concatenate multiple lake selections.
HAREFF then provides the option of adding another lake to the report. This is done through the
FILLIN command which displays a message and requires a response. After input, the variable
defined to store the response, VPICK, is evaluated using another IF-ENDIF block. Based on
the value of VPICK, the program either proceeds to the next program section (selecting an
output device) or back to repeat the selection process for another lake. The routing of the
program is accomplished through GOTO statements. A GOTO statement advances or returns
execution of the program to a corresponding LABEL statement.
The third section of the command block calls and displays the menu block, PRNT. PRNT is a
pop-up menu that offers the option of routing the report to a printer, the screen, or to both
devices. The menu selection is saved in the CHOOSE variable PRNTOPT and processed using
a pair of IF-ENDIF statements. Each IF statement evaluates PRNTOPT, then sets the variable,
OUTDEV. OUTDEV is used to specify the device argument in the OUTPUT command executed
prior to printng the report.
The fourth section of the application program outputs the report, HARVEFF, for the selected
lakes on the selected output device(s). The variable VCOND, which specifies condition(s) set
for the report, is prefaced by an ampersand (&), because it contains part of an executable
statement (i.e. PRINT). The program then clears all variables, redirects further output to the
monitor, and exits to the program that initially called HAREFF.APP. Normally one would
return to the command mode or the APPLICATIONS module of R:BASE 3.0.
ORGANIZATION OF APPLICATION PROGRAMS
Procedure files can either be executed directly from the R:BASE APPLICATIONS module,
such as with the applications programs used to load creel data into FAS_ST, or called from the
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command block of other procedure files. For example, a series of application programs might be
written that are similar to the example just presented, which set conditions on individual reports
within FAS_ST, through the use of menu selections.
An initial command file could then be created in RBEDIT or APPLICATION EXPRESS, which
would automatically display, upon the startup of R:BASE 3.0, the current list of reports
available in FASST. The selection of a report within this menu would automatically call the
appropriate applications program that sets conditions and prints the report. Such a startup
application would permit the direct execution of an FASST data base report for any subset of
data, thereby avoiding the long journey through the system menus of R:Base.
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Appendix A. Data tables of the DOC9 component of FAS_ST
For each R:Base 3.0 data table shown, columns are listed by their order of appearance. Following
each column name are the column definition (type), the approximate data length, whether the
column is an indexed column, and a short description of the column's contents.
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STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
SCREEN 1: DISTRICT
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX
Column Description
1 REGION I 1
2 DISTRICT I 2
3 DISTBIOL T 21
District biolgist name
4 REPLNAME T 21
Replacement name
5 REPLDATE T 8
Replacement date
6 YRDATAST I 2
Years of data starting from 19{ }
7 YRDATATO I 2
Years of data to 19( }
8 DDSCALE T 2
Depths/Distances in (FT) or (ME)tric
9 COMMENT1 T 70
General comments regarding lake database
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
SCREEN 2: LAKE-STATION-SEASON DATA
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX
Column Description
1 LAKE
2 SEASON
Season code
3 STATION
Station number
4 COUNTY
5 ACREAGE
6 CLASS
Lake class (PU, ST, RE, PR)
7 MAX DEPTH
Lake maximum depth (FT)
8 AVGDEPTH
Lake average depth (FT)
9 SHOR LENG
Shoreline length (FT)
10 COMMENT2
Lake specific comments
11 LOCATION
Station location
12 SHORZONE
Station shoreline length (FT)
13 COMMTZON
Comments on sampling zone
TYPE = (l)nteger, (T)ext, (D)ouble
T
D
T
D
T
T
T
30
2
1
3
8
2
2
4
7
70
70
6
31
Y
Y
LEN = length of field in characters
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FAS - DOC9 Component
SCREEN 3: SAMPLE-PERMANENT DATA
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX
Column Description
1 LAKE T 30 Y
2 SEASON I 2 Y
3 STATION I 1
4 SAMPLE T 2
Sample code (First letter - Gear, Second character - sample number)
5 LOCATION T 70
Sample location
6 SHORELEN I 5
Shoreline length (FT)
7 XDISOFF1 I 2
Mean distance (FT) offshore at 5 FT. depth
8 XDISOFF2 I 3
Mean distance (FT) offshore at 10 FT. depth
9 HARDCOVR I 1
Hard cover (trunks, brush) rated 0 to 3
10 PCTRPRAP I 3
Percentage of shoreline as rip-rap
11 COMMENT3 I 70
TYPE = (I)nteger, (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
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STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
SCREEN 4: STATION DATA
FLD# COLUMN NAME
Column Description
1 LAKE T
2 SEASON
3 STATION
4 YEAR
5 MONTH
6 DAY
7 RECDTIME
Time of recording
8 AIRTEMP D
Air Temperature (C)
9 TOTALALK D
Total Alkalinity
10 CONDUCT D
Conductivity
11 SECCHI D
Secchi disk reading (FT)
12 H20LVL D
Water level (FT) plus/minus normal level
13 BOATMAN T
Boatman's name
14 FDIPPER T
Front dipper's name
15 COMMENT4 T
Comments
16 FCODE T
DOC9 linking code
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
SCREEN 5: DEPTH PROFILE
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE
Column Description
1 MONTH I
2 DAY I
3 DEPTH FT D
Depth of water sample (FT)
4 H20TEMP D
Water temperature (C)
5 02 PPM D
Dissolved oxygen (PPM)
6 PH D
pH of water sample
7 FCODE T
DOC9 linking code
TYPE = (l)nteger, (T)ext, (D)ouble
LEN = length of field in characters
TYPE LEN INDEX
30
2
1
2
2
2
4
4
5
6
4
5
12
12
31
6
Y
Y
Y
Y
LEN INDEX
2
2
4
4
4
4
6
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Y
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
SCREEN 6: SAMPLE DATA
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX
Column Description
1 SAMPLE T 2
2 MONTH I 2
3 DAY 1 2
4 START I 4
Starting time of sampling in military time
5 ENDTIME I 4
End time of sampling in military time
6 GEARS24H T 1
Gear set for 24 hrs. (Y/N)
7 PCTSHORE I 3
Percentage of shoreline covered by sampling
8 WEEDCOVR I 3
Percentage weed cover in sampling zone
9 PCTRSHAD 1 2
Percent of sampling run time for Shad
10 MAXTLSHD I 2
Maximum total length of shad subsampled
11 FASSP2 T 3
Species code for second species subsampled
12 PCTRSS2 I 2
Percentage of sampling run time for second species
13 MAXTLSP2 I 2
Maximum total length of second species subsampled
14 FASSP3 T 3
Species code for third species subsampled
15 PCTRSS3 1 2
Percentage of sampling run time for third species
16 MAXTLSP3 1 2
Maximum total length of third species subsampled
17 FASSP4 T 3
Species code for fourth species subsampled
18 PCTRSS4 I 2
Percentage of sampling run time for fourth species
19 MAXTLSP4 I 2
Maximum total length of fourth species subsampled
20 COMMENT6 T 70
Comments regarding sampling run
21 FCODE T 3 Y
DOC9 linking code
22 GEARTYPE T 1 Y
Code for gear used in sampling (first character of SAMPLE)
TYPE = (I)nteger, (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
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STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
SCREEN 7: FISH LENGTH-FREQ. DATA
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX
Column Description
1 SAMPLE T 2
2 FASSP T 3 Y
FAS fish species code
3 TLCM I 3
Total length size class (CM)
4 FREQ I 3
Numbers of fish
5 FCODE T 6 Y
DOC9 linking code
6 GEAR CODE T 1
Code for gear used in sampling (first character of SAMPLE)
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
SCREEN 8: FISH LENGTH/WEIGHT DATA
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX
Column Description
1 SAMPLE T 2
2 FASSP T 3
FAS fish species code
3 TOTTLMM I 5
Total length (MM)
4 WEIGHTG D 5
Weight in grams
5 FCODE T 6 Y
DOC9 linking code
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
SCREEN 9: AGE DATA
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX
Column Description
1 SAMPLE T 2
2 FASSP T 3
FAS fish species code
3 TL_MM D 5
4 ENVLCODE I 3
Envelope code
5 AGE _SCAL I 2
Fish age based on scales
6 AGE _OTOL I 2
Fish age based on otoliths
7 FCODE T 6 Y
DOC9 linking code
TYPE = (I)nteger, (T)ext, (D)ouble LEN = length of field in characters
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STATE FAS - DOC9 Component and CREEL component
LAKEDIST
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX
Column Description
1 LAKE T 30 Y
2 REGION I 1
IDOC Fisheries Region
3 DISTRICT I 2
IDOC Fisheries District
4 LAKENUMB I 4
IDOC standard lake number
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component and CREEL component
FISHCODE
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX
Column Description
1 FASSP T 3 Y
FAS fish species code
2 QUALSIZE I
Minimum quality size
3 STOCKTL I
Minimum stock length
4 COMMON T 35
Fish species common name
5 SPECIES T 35
Fish species scientific name
6 FASSP2 T 3
FAS fish species code for second species subsampled-SCREEN6
7 FASSP3 T 3
FAS fish species code for third species subsampled-SCREEN6
8 FASSP4 T 3
FAS fish species code for fourth species subsampled-SCREEN6
TYPE = (I)nteger, (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
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STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
GEAR
FLD# COLUMN NAME
Column Description
1 GEARTYPE
Code for gear used in sampling
2 GEAR
Text explanation of code
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
SEASON
FLD# COLUMN NAME T
Column Description
1 SEASON
Season code
2 SEASTEXT
Text explanation of season code
IYPE LEN INDEX
T
T
1
16
IYPE LEN
2
6
T
T
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
COUNTY
FLD#
1
2
COLUMN NAME
Column Description
COUNTY
County code
CO_NAME
County name
TYPE LEN
T
T
3
11
TYPE =(T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
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Y
INDEX
Y
INDEX
Data tables of the CREEL component of FAS_ST
For each R:Base 3.0 data table shown, columns are listed by their order of appearance. Following
each column name are the column definition (type), the approximate data length, whether the
column is an indexed column, the expression defining computed columns, and a short description
of the column's contents.
t
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Appendix B.
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CIDTABLE : Creel Analysis Identification Table
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX
EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 LAKE T 30
2 YEAR I 2
3 CACRES I 6
Creeled acreage of lake
4 MSTRATSAMPLED NO
List of all main strata (year periods and sections) analyzed
5 MSTRATCOALESCED NO
List of main strata coalesced (coalesced strata are joined by a'+')
6 MSCOAL T 1
Flag noting whether any main strata were coalesced in the analysis (C-coalesced,
S-retained all stratification)
7 DPERCOAL T 1
Flag noting day period coalescing (C-coalesced, S-stratification retained)
8 DTYPECOAL T 1
Flag noting the coalescing of day type (Weekday /Weekend -Holiday ) stratum.
(C-Coalesced, S-stratification retained)
9 DN T 1
Day or Night creel identification code (D-Day,N-Night)
10 SPPSOUGHT NO
Listing of the anglers included in the analysis, by the FASSP codes of the fish sought,
Where all anglers were analyzed, SPP_SOUGHT - 'ALL'
11 SRATIO NU 62
Sampling ratio (the percentage of possible day periods sampled)
12 EFRATIO NU 62
Percentage of estimated angler effort interviewed
13 NOINT I
Total number of interviews analyzed
14 SPPCAUGHT NO
List of all species caught (Harvested and Released) in interviews analyzed
15 LAKENUMB I 4 Y
IDOC standardized lake identification number
16 CUCODE T 6 Y Autonumbering
Creel Universal Linking Code (Denotes unique combinations of columns LAKE, YEAR,
MSTRATSAMPLED, D_N, and SPP_SOUGHT). Format is a five integer string prefaced with a 'C'.
17 CSCODE I Y
Creel Stratification Code (Denote unique combinations of columns MSTRATCOALESCED, DPERCOAL,
and DTYPECOAL for each CUCODE record
18 CQUAL1 T 1
Code to identify specific types of creels or creel analyses (W-warmwater lake sections only,
N-nonwarmwater sections only, I-ice creel only, S-spillway only, Null-combination of any or all of these)
19 CQUAL2 I 2
Code for specific season analyzed. Values follow the DOC9 convention for season with
10 -Spring, 20 - Summer, 30 - Fall, 40 - Winter. Null value indicates analysis spanned several seasons.
continued .....
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CIDTABLE : Creel Analysis Identification Table (continued)
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
20 CQUAL3 T 1
Code indicating strata Analyzed (A-All strata, P-partial)
21 CQUAL4 T 1
Code indicating best stratification scheme (Y-yes, N-No)
22 COMFLAG T 1
Flag indicating that general comments for the creel are present in table CCOMMENT (Y-yes, N-no)
23 ANLCOMMENT NO
Comments specific to creel analysis
TYPE = (I)nteger, (NO)te, (NU)meric, (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
EXPRESSION = notation of autonumbered columns or expression used for computed columns
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CIDSCRATCH : Creel Analysis Identification Scratch Table
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 LAKE T 30
2 YEAR I 2
3 CACRES I 6
Creeled acreage of lake
4 MSTRATSAMPLED NO
List of all main strata (year periods and sections) analyzed
5 MSTRATCOALESCED NO
List of main strata coalesced (coalesced strata are joined by a '+'
6 MSCOAL T 1
Flag noting whether any main strata were coalesced in the analysis (C-coalesced,
S-retained all stratification)
7 DPERCOAL T 1
Flag noting day period coalescing (C-coalesced, S-stratification retained)
8 DTYPECOAL T 1
Flag noting the coalescing of day type (Weekday /Weekend -Holiday ) stratum.
(C-Coalesced, S-stratification retained)
9 DN T 1
Day or Night creel identification code (D-Day,N-Night)
10 SPPSOUGHT NO
Listing of the anglers included in the analysis, by the FASSP codes of the fish sought
(Where all anglers were analyzed, SPP_SOUGHT- 'ALL)
11 SRATIO NU 62
Sampling ratio (the percentage of possble day periods sampled)
12 EFRATIO NU 62
Percentage of estimated angler effort interviewed
13 NOINT I
Total number of interviews analyzed
14 SPP_CAUGHT NO
List of all species caught (Harvested and Released) in interviews analyzed
TYPE = (I)nteger, (NO)te, (NU)meric, (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
EXPRESSION = notation of autonumbered columns or expression used for computed columns
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CEFFORT: Creel Angler Effort Data Table
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 CUCODE T 6 Y
Creel universal linking code
2 CSCODE I Y
Creel stratification linking code
3 DPER I 1
Day Period (1 - Morning, 2 - Midday, 3 -Late afternoon, 4 -Full Day)
4 BSST T 2
Code indicating type of angler data analyzed (B-boat anglers only, S-shore anglers only, CO-All anglers,
Boat and Shore data coalesced, ST-All anglers, Boat and Shore data stratified)
5 WANGHR NU 90
Weekday angler effort (hours)
6 SEWANGHR D
Standard error of column WANGHR
7 DFWANGHR D
Degrees of freedom for column WANGHR
8 TVWANGHR D
T-value at 0.05 level for column DFWANGHR
9 W%EFFINT R
Percentage of total weekday angler effort interviewed
10 HANGHR NU 90
Weekend/Holiday angler effort (hours)
11 SEWANGHR D
Standard errorof column HANGHR
12 DFWANGHR D
Degrees of freedom for column HANGHR
13 TVWANGHR D
T-value at 0.05 level for column DFHANGHR
14 H%EFFINT R
Percentage of total weekend/holiday angler effort interviewed
15 TANGHR NU 90
Total angler effort (hours) for stratum
16 SETANGHR D
Standard error of column TANGHR
17 DFTANGHR D
Degrees of freedom for column TANGHR
18 TVTANGHR D
T-value at 0.05 level for column DFTANGHR
19 T%EFFINT R
Percentage of total angler effort interviewed for stratum
TYPE = (l)nteger, (D)ouble, (R)eal, (NU)meric, (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
EXPRESSION = notation of autonumbered columns or expression used for computed columns
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CCATCH : Creel Harvest and Catch Data Summary Table
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 CUCODE T 6 Y
Creel Universal Linking Code
2 CSCODE I Y
Creel Stratification Linking Code
3 DPER I 1
Day Period (1 - Morning, 2 -Midday, 3 - Late afternoon, 4 -Full Day)
4 BSST T 2
Code indicating type of angler data analyzed (CO-AII anglers, Boat and Shore data coalesced,
ST-All anglers,Boat and Shore data stratified)
5 FASSP T 3
FAS Fish species Code
6 HC T 1
Code identifying the record as either for fish (H)arvested or (C)aught
7 NFHR D
Number of fish taken per hour fishing
8 SENFHR D
Standard Error of column NFHR
9 DFNFHR D
Degrees of freedom for column NFHR
10 TVNFHR D
T-value at 0.05 level for column SENFHR
11 TOTFISH NU 90
Estimated total number of fish taken
12 SETOTFISH D
Standard error of column TOTFISH
13 DFTOTFISH D
Degrees of freedom for column TOTFISH
14 TVTOTFISH D
T-value at 0.05 level for column DFTOTFISH
15 NFHA R
Number of fish taken per hectare
16 KGFHR D
Kilograms of fish taken per hour fishing
17 SEKGFHR D
Standard error of column KGFHR
18 DFKGFHR D
Degrees of freedom for column KGFHR
19 TVKGFHR D
T-value at 0.05 level for column DFKGFHR
20 TOTKG NU 9 0
Estimated total kilograms of fish taken
21 SETOTKG D
Standard error of column TOTKG
22 DFTOTKG D
Degrees of freedom for column TOTKG
continued .....
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CCATCH : Creel Harvest and Catch Data Summary Table (continued)
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
23 TVTOTKG D
T-value at 0.05 level for column DFTOTKG
24 KGFHA R
Kilograms of fish taken per hectare
25 AVGWTG R
Average fish weight in grams
26 NFACRE R (NFHA* 0.40469)
Number of fish per acre (Computed column from NFHA)
27 LBFHR D (KGFHR* 2.20462)
Pounds of fish taken per hour (Computed column from KGFHR)
28 TOTLB NU 9 0 (TOTKG* 2.20462)
Total pounds of fish taken (Computed column from TOTKG)
29 LBFACRE R (KGFHA* 0.8921877)
Total pounds of fish taken per acre (Computed column from KGFHA)
30 AVGWTLB R (AVGWTG 0.00220462)
Average weight of fish taken in pounds (Computed column from AVGWTG)
TYPE = (I)nteger, (D)ouble, (R)eal, (NU)meric, (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
EXPRESSION = notation of autonumbered columns or expression used for computed columns
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CSTRATA: Creel Main Stratification Design Table
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 LAKE T 30
2 YEAR I 2
3 DN T 1
Code identifying creel as either a (D)ay or (N)ight creel
4 STRATUM I
Stratum Number
5 CSECTION I
Creel lake section number
6 FJDAY I
First julian day of year period
7 FDATE T 5
First calendar date (MM/DD) of year period
8 LDAY I
Last julian day of year period
9 LDATE T 5
Last calendar date (MM/DD) of year period
10 NSHIFTS I
Average number of creel shifts worked per week
11 FISHHRDAY NU 52
Fishable hours per day
12 DP1START TI
Starting time of day period 1
13 DPIEFHRS NU 42
Effective hours for day period 1
14 DP2START TI
Starting time of day period 2
15 DP2EFHRS NU 42
Effective hours for day period 2
16 DP3START TI
Starting time for day period 3
17 DP3EFHRS NU 42
Effective hours for day period 3
18 SECTDESCRIPT NO
Section description
19 SACRES
Acreage of creel lake section
20 STCOMMENTS NO
Comments on stratum
21 NHOLIDAY I
Number of weekend/holiday dates within stratum year period
TYPE = (I)nteger, (NO)te, (NU)meric, (T)ext, (TI)me
LEN = length of field in characters
EXPRESSION = notation of autonumbered columns or expression used for computed columns
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CCOMMENT: Comments pertaining to entire creel.
FLD# COLUMN NAME
Column Description
TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
1
2
3
LAKE
YEAR
DN
T 30
I 2
T 1
Day or Night creel identification code (D-Day,N-Night)
4 CRCOMMENT NO
Comments on entire creel
TYPE (I)nteger, (NO)te, (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
EXPRESSION = notation of autonumbered columns or expression used for computed columns
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CTRIPSUM: Completed trip and supplementary data table.
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 CUCODE T 6 Y
CREEL Universal Unking Code
2 INTTOT I
Total number of interviews both completed and incomplete trips
3 CTTOT I
Total number of completed trip interviews
4 SPCTTOT I
Total number of completed trip interviews split between consecutive day periods
5 BCTTOT I
Total number of completed Boat trips
6 SCTTOT I
Total number of completed Shore trips
7 XBTHR R
Mean Hrs. Fished/Completed Boat Trip
8 SEXBTHR R
Standard Error of column XBTHR
9 TVXBTHR R
T-value at 0.05 level for column XBTHR
10 LCIXBTHR R
Lower 95% Confidence interval of column XBTHR
11 UCIXBTHR R
Upper 95% Confidence interval for column XBTHR
12 MINBTRIP R
Minimum time (Hrs) fished for all completed Boat trips
13 MAXBTRIP R
Maximum time (Hrs) fished for all completed Boat trips
14 XSTHR R
Mean Hrs. Fished/Completed Shore Trip
15 SEXSTHR R
Standard Error of column XSTHR
16 TVXSTHR R
T-value at 0.05 level for column XSTHR
17 LCIXSTHR R
Lower 95% Confidence interval of column XSTHR
18 UCIXSTHR R
Upper 95% Confidence interval of column XSTHR
19 MINSTRIP R
Minimum time (Hrs) fished for all completed Shore trips
20 MAXSTRIP R
Maximum time (Hrs) fished for all completed Shore trips
21 XCTHR R
Mean Hrs. Fished/All Completed Trips
22 SEXCTHR R
Standard Error of column XCTHR
23 TVXCTHR R
T-value at 0.05 level for column XCTHR
continued .......
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CTRIPSUM: Completed trip and supplementary data table (continued).
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
24 LCIXCTHR R
Lower 95% Confidence interval of column XCTHR
25 UCIXCTHR R
Upper 95% Confidence interval of column XCTHR
26 MINCTRIP R
Minimum hours fished for all completed trips
27 MAXCTRIP R
Maximum hours fished for all completed trips
28 XDISTRV R
Mean miles travelled-all parties
29 SEXDISTRV R
Standard Error of column XDISTRV
30 TVXDISTRV R
T-value at 0.05 level for column XDISTRV
31 LCIXDISTRV R
Lower 95% Confidence interval of column XDISTRV
32 UCIXDISTRV R
Upper 95% Confidence interval of column XDISTRV
33 MINDIST R
Minimum miles travelled-all parties
34 MAXDIST R
Maximum miles travelled-all parties
35 NDIST I
Number of interviews reporting distance travelled to lake
36 XSUCC R
Mean fishing success rating
37 SEXSUCC R
Standard Error of column XSUCC
38 TVXSUCC R
T-value at 0.05 level for column XSUCC
39 LCIXSUCC R
Lower 95% Confidence interval of column XSUCC
40 UCIXSUCC R
Upper 95% Confidence interval of column XSUCC
41 MINSUCC I
Minimum fishing success rating
42 MAXSUCC I
Maximum fishing success rating
43 NSUCCESS I
Number of interviews rating fishing success
44 NILLEGAL I
Number of interviews where creel clerk noted an illegal catch
TYPE = (I)nteger, (R)eal, (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
EXPRESSION = notation of autonumbered columns or expression used for computed columns
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CSPSOUGHT: Summary of all interviews by fish species sought
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 CUCODE T 6 Y
Creel Universal Linking Code
2 FASSP T 3
FAS Fish species code
3 NOINT I
Number of interviews reporting species sought
4 PCTTINT I
Percentage of total number of interviews analyzed
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CPARTYSIZE: Summary of angler party size information
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 CUCODE T 6 Y
Creel Universal Unking Code
2 PARTYSIZE I
Number of anglers per party
3 NBOATINT I
Number of boat interviews with that party size
4 NSHORINT I
Number of shore interviews with that party size
TYPE = (I)nteger, (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
EXPRESSION = notation of autonumbered columns or expression used for computed columns
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CCTFRATE: Summary of the average angler catch rate per completed trip for select species
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 CUCODE T 6 Y
Creel Universal Linking Code
2 FASSP T 3
FAS Fish species code
3 SIZECL T 4
Species size class (CM) analyzed
4 NFISH T 3
Number of fish per completed trip angler
5 HNANGLER I
Number of anglers harvesting NFISH
6 RNANGLER I
Number of anglers releasing NFISH
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CLFREQ: Creeled fish length frequency data
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 FASSP T 3
FAS Fish species code
2 TLCM
Total fish length (CM)
3 FREQ I
The frequency of fish within size class TL_CM
4 CUCODE T 6 Y
Creel Universal Linking Code
5 H_R T 1
Code identifying the record as either a (H)arvested or (R)eleased record
TYPE = (I)nteger, (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
EXPRESSION = notation of autonumbered columns or expression used for computed columns
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
BSSTTEXT: Creel code description table for column BSST from tables CEFFORT and CCATCH
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 BSST T 2
Code indicating type of angler data analyzed (B-boat anglers only, S-shore anglers anglers only,
CO-All anglers, Boat and Shore data coalesced, ST-All anglers, Boat and Shore data stratified)
2 BSST_TEXT T 21
Explanation of column BSST codes
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CQ1TEXT: Creel code description table for codes of CQUAL1 of table CIDTABLE
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 CQUAL1 T 1
Code to identify specific types of creels or creel analyses (W-warmwater lake sections only,
N-nonwarmwater sections only, I-ice creel only, S-spillway only, Null- combination of any or all of these)
2 CQ1EXPL T 25
Explanation of CQUAL1 codes
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CQ2TEXT: Creel code description table for the season codes of CQUAL2 in table CIDTABLE
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 CQUAL2 I 2
Code for specific season analyzed. Values follow the DOC9 convention for season with 10 -Spring,
20 -Summer, 30 -Fall, 40 - Winter. Null value indicates analysis spanned several seasons.
2 CQ2EXPL T 13
Explanation of CQUAL2 codes
TYPE = (I)nteger, (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
EXPRESSION = notation of autonumbered columns or expression used for computed columns
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
DNTEXT: Creel code description table for D_N from tables CIDTABLE, CSTRATA, and CCOMMENT
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 D_N T 1
Day or Night creel identification code (D-Day,N-Night)
2 DAYNIGHT T 5
Explanation of D_N codes
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
HCTEXT: Creel code description table for H_C from table CCATCH
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 H_C T 1
Code identifying the record as either for fish (H)arvested or (C)aught
2 HARVEST_CATCH T 7
Explanation of H_C codes
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
HRTEXT: Creel code description table for H_R from table CLFREQ
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 HR T 1
Code identifying the record as either a (H)arvested or (R)eleased record
2 HARVREL T 7
Explanation of H_R codes
TYPE = (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
EXPRESSION = notation of autonumbered columns or expression used for computed columns
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
SCTEXT: Creel code description table for DTYPECOAL, DPERCOAL, and MSCOAL from TABLE
CIDTABLE
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN INDEX EXPRESSION
Column Description
1 MSCOAL T 1
Flag noting whether any main strata were coalesced in the analysis (C-coalesced,
S-retained all stratification)
2 DPERCOAL T 1
Flag noting day period coalescing (C-coalesced, S-stratification retained)
3 DTYPECOAL T 1
Flag noting the coalescing of day type (Weekday /Weekend -Holiday ) stratum.
4 SCTEXT T 10
Explanation of Coalesced and Stratified codes
TYPE = (T)ext
LEN = length of field in characters
EXPRESSION = notation of autonumbered columns or expression used for computed columns
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Appendix C. R:Base Application Program HAREFF.APP
Program code includes descriptions of program sections and individual commands
within R:Base comment lines (denoted by asterisks and parentheses).
*( HAREFF.APP is a sample procedure file that interactively creates criteria for, then
executes, the report HAREFF. Users are asked to select a lake or series of lakes, from
a menu displaying the lakes currently within the FAS-STATE table CIDTABLE. Once
the lake criterion has been set, a second menu then permits the user to choose either a
screen display of the report, a printout, or both. Finally the report, HAREFF, is executed
; displaying total effort and harvest information for the lake(s) selected to the
designated device(s).
HAREFF.APP is composed of two blocks: a COMMAND block, HAREFF, and
one MENU block PRNT. The command block opens the database FAS-STATE, sets
the R:BASE system environment, displays menus, stores lake selection(s) in text
variable VCOND and output device selection(s) in OUTDEV, then uses VCOND to set
the WHERE criteria in executing report HAREFF. The menu block defines a pop-up
menu and the output device options displayed when that menu is accessed by a
CHOOSE command. Once the report has been executed the program will exit to the
last program run prior to the program. This operation can either be another application
program (which displays a menu that executes a series of applications ) or to the
R:Base system module (either directly to R:Base command mode or to the R:Base main
menu utility APPLICATIONS.))
$COMMAND
HAREFF
CONNECT FASST *(Opens FAS_ST database.)
SET QUOTE ='
SET MESSAGES OFF
SET ERROR MESSAGES OFF
SET COLOR WHITE ON BLUE
SET BELL OFF
SET VAR VCOUNT INTEGER
the number of lakes selected.)
SET VAR VLAKE TEXT
SET VAR VCOND TEXT
SET VAR VPICK TEXT
SET VAR VCON1 TEXT
SET VAR OUTDEV TEXT
SET VAR PRNTOPT TEXT
CLS
'(Sets reserved character for quote.)
'(Sets R:Base messages off.)
'(Sets R:Base error messages off.)
'(Sets display foreground and background
colors.)
*(Sets bell off.)
'(Defines the variable used as a counter for
'(Defines the variable used to store the latest
lake selected in the program.)
'(Defines the variable used to store the entire
condition clause of lakes applied to the report
HAREFF.)
'(Defines the variable used to store YES or
NO responses.)
'(Defines a variable to store non-lake name
text used in the condition clause.)
'(Defines the variable holding the output
device designation.)
'(Defines the variable that stores the
selection made from the pop-up menu PRNT.)
*(Clears display screen.)
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*( The following three lines display a description of the program)
WRITE 'FAS-STATE APPLICATION HAREFF AT 2 26
WRITE 'THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS USERS TO SELECT LAKE(S) FOR SUMMARY'
AT 3 12
WRITE 'BY CREEL REPORT "HARVEFF"' AT 4 28
*(Initialization of variables. Single quotes are included within strings used as conditional clauses by being
included within single quotes.)
SET VAR VCOUNT = 1
SET VAR VCOND =' WHERE LAKE ="
SET VAR VCON1 ='OR LAKE="
LABEL LPICK *(Labels a retum point for the loop used in
selecting lakes for the report.)
WRITE 'PLEASE SELECT A LAKE FOR ANALYSIS - PRESS [ESC] TO ANALYZE
ALL LAKES ' AT 7 5
CHOOSE VLAKE FROM #VALUES FOR DISTINCT LAKE FROM CIDTABLE AT 8 30
CLEAR *(Displays a vertical menu of distinct lake
names found in table CIDTABLE at screen
location row 8, column 30; and stores the one
selection made in variable VLAKE.)
*(The following loop first checks the value of variable VLAKE. If the ESC key was pressed during the menu
display, variable VCOND is set as a conditional clause that will analyze all lakes occurring in the view
HARVEFF. If VLAKE is a lake name, a check is then made of whether VLAKE is the first or an additional
lake selection. Variable VCOND is set by the concatenation of its current value with that of variable
VCOND1 and VLAKE to create an appropriate WHERE conditional clause.)
IF VLAKE ='[ESC]' THEN
SET VAR VCOND= 'WHERE LAKE EXISTS'
GOTO RUNREP
ELSE
IF VCOUNT EQ 1 THEN
SET VAR VCOND = .VCOND + .VLAKE + "
GOTO MORELAKE
ELSE
SET VAR VCOND = .VCOND + .VCON1 + .VLAKE +'"
ENDIF
ENDIF
LABEL MORELAKE *(Defines where the program is the routed after
a lake is selected. User is allowed to continue
selecting lakes for the report or to proceed to
printing the report.)
FILLIN VPICK USING 'DO YOU WISH TO SELECT AN ADDITIONAL LAKE TO
REPORT (Y/N) ?' AT 20 7
IF VPICK = N' THEN
GOTO RUNREP *(Routes program to LABEL RUNREP.)
ELSE
SET VAR VCOUNT = .VCOUNT + 1
CLE VAR VLAKE *(Clears contents of variable VLAKE.)
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CLS FROM 6 TO 25
GOTO LPICK
ENDIF
LABEL RUNREP
*(Clears screen from rows 6 to 25.)
*(Branch back to LABEL LPICK.)
*(Marks the program location where the
output device is selected and report is
executed.)
CLS FROM 6 TO 25
WRITE 'PLEASE SELECT THE OUTPUT DEVICE FOR YOUR REPORT' AT 8 16
*(Display of pop-up menu PRNT compiled in this application program. The variable storing the menu
selection, PRNTOPT, is then used to determine the value set for the variable, OUTDEV. OUTDEV when
used in the command OUTPUT determines where the device(s) that the report will be written to.)
CHOOSE PRNTOPT FROM PRNT IN HAREFF.APX AT 10 36 CLEAR
IF PRNTOPT = 'BOTH' THEN
SET VAR OUTDEV ='PRINTER WITH SCREEN'
ELSE
IF PRNTOPT NE 'PRINTER' THEN
SET VAR OUTDEV = 'SCREEN'
ELSE
SET VAR OUTDEV = 'PRINTER'
ENDIF
ENDIF
CLS
WRITE '...ONE MOMENT WHILE REPORT "HARVEFF" IS BEING CREATED...' AT 2
10
OUTPUT &OUTDEV
PRINT HARVEFF &VCOND
IF OUTDEV <> 'SCREEN' THEN
NEWPAGE
OUTPUT SCREEN
ENDIF
CLE ALL VAR
CLS
RETURN
*(Sets output to the device name(s) stored in
variable OUTDEV. An ampersand precedes a
variable name whenever that variable is
interpreted by R:Base in a command line)
*(Prints report using conditional clause set by
the string held by variable VCOND.)
*(Evaluates if "PRINTER" was selected)
*(Sends a formfeed to the printer)
*(Returns output to screen only)
*(Resets all variable values to NULL)
*(Clears entire screen)
*(Retums control to calling program or
R:Base command mode)
*(The menu block determining the type of menu displayed and what the menu's options are)
$MENU
PRNT
POPUP ISELECT PRINT ROUTINGI
PRINTERI
SCREENI
BOTHI
*(Menu block name)
*(defines menu as a pop-up menu)
*(Menu choices, displayed on separate lines)
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Appendix D. Data Export to other software packages
Data export from FAS-STATE to other software packages such as statistics packages,
spreadsheet programs, word processor, or graphics packages is easily achieved using the Tools
Import/Export utility in R:Base 3.0. As with other R:Base utilities, Export guides the user
through a series of menu driven choices, permitting data transfer from either a single database table
or view. Data can be transferred to file in either standard ASCII delimited or fixed format or in one
of five other formats used by Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, dBase, VisiCalc, and Multiplan. Data may
be selected from any or all columns that compose a single table or view. Conditions and data
sorting options may also be set on any column or combination of columns within the table to
restrict the amount and order of the data exported.
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DOC9 Component
COUNTY
COUNTY
GEARTYPE
FISHCODE
Figure 1. The organization of the DOC9 component of STATE FAS data tables in R:BASE 3.0.
The relational paths between tables are flow charted with the primary common
column listed between tables.
Main data tables are shown in solid lines, ancillary tables in dashed lines.
nt
DOC9 Component
CREEL Component
LAKE with YEAR and D.N
CCOMMENT CSTRATA
CQUALI CQUAL2
,... . ... , .... .... ,.
Sp T TICQ1TEXT 4 CQ2TEXT
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r
CUCODE with
CQUAL4 = 'Y
• HRTEXT
Figure 2. The organization of the CREEL component of STATE FAS in R:Base 3.0.
The relational paths between tables is flowcharted with primary common
columns listed between tables. Main data tables are in solid lines,
ancillary tables in dashed lines.
)TYPECOAL
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U
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of creel data transfer from
DISTRICT FAS to STATE FAS.
View : CLAKESVIEW
SELECT *T 1.YEAR, #T 1.CACRES, #T 1.D-N,#T 1.LAKENUMB,*T1 .CQUAL3,#T 1.CQUAL4,
*T2.*,*T3.* FROM CIDTABLE *T1, LAKEDIST *T2, DNTEXT *T3 WHERE
((( #T1.LAKENUMB = #T2.LAKENUMB) AND ( *T1.D_N = #T3.DN )))
# T 1 
.C IDT 
ABLE
SCACRES
<1ink2>
JLAKENUMB
<link1>
KF)IST
IDISTRICT
#T- T nTFYT
IDN
= <tink2>
JLAKENUMB
= <linkl>
Figure 4. A partial display of the QUERY screen for the STATE FAS view CLAKESVIEW,
within the VIEWS module of R:Base 3.0. The formal definition of CLAKESVIEW
is given above the QUERY display.
YEAR COQUAL3 ICQUAL4
ILAKE
-#T I
IREGION
JD_N
IDAY_NIGHT
~ -- ~ -
I . /1 14 1 L-If N I
LAYOUT PRINT STYLE GO TO VARIABLES DRAW MANAGE REPORT EXIT I
........ .. .. ........... ... .... ..... . ..  ..... 3................. . ..... 5 .. ...................... ... ....7 ...
STATE FAS SAMPLE CREEL REPORT
OF VIEW 'CLAKESVIEW' DISPLAYING LAKES CREELED
FOR SPECIFIED YEAR(S) BY REGION AND DISTRICT
S(1 )E
PAGE S( 2 )E
IMPOIJNIDMFNT
RH
RH
RH
RH
PH
PH
PH
H1
H1
H2
H2
H3
H3
H4
H5
CREELED ACREAGE
S (7) E acres
DAY/NIGHT
S(8)E
RH - Report header section
PH - Page header section
H1 to H5 - Break header section
S - Starting point of a column or variable display field
E - End point of a display field
(1) - System variable #DATE
(2) - System variable #PAGE
(3) - Variable YR1900
(4)- Column REGION from table LAKEDIST of view CLAKESVIEW
(5) - Column DISTRICT from table LAKEDIST of CLAKESVIEW
(6)- Column LAKE from table LAKEDIST of CLAKESVIEW
(7) - Column C_ACRES from table CIDTABLE of CLAKESVIEW
(8) - Column DAY_NIGHT from table DNTEXT of CLAKESVIEW
Figure 5. Report editor page for the STATE FAS sample report, CLAKESRP, from
the R:Base 3.0 REPORTS module.
YEAR - S(3)E
REGION - S( 4)E
DISTRICT - S(5 )E
(6)
~. .. -- . ....... - . .-- -- ....... .- -- - -. ..- ....... .- - ..-. -... ---. -
PAGE SETTINGS -
Lines Per Page ............... :60
Remove Initial Carriage Return.....: [NO]
Manual Break Reset...........: [NO]
Clear Variables After Printing ..... : [NO]
Page Footer Une Number.........: 0
Form feeds before report header...: [YES]
Form feeds after report header.... : [NO]
Form feeds before report footer... : [NO]
Form feeds before report footer.... : [NO]
CUSTOMIZE BREAKPOINTS -
BREAKPOINTS FORM FEEDS
Break Variable Before
Column Reset Header
Page [NO]
Breaki #T1.YEAR [YES] [NO]
Break2 #T2.REGION [NO] [NO]
Break3 #T2.LAKE [NO] [NO]
Break4 #T1.D_N [NO] [NO]
Break5 [None] [NO] [NO]
Break6 [None] [NO] [NO]
Break7 [None] [NO] [NO]
Break8 [None] [NO] [NO]
Break9 [None] [NO] [NO]
Break10 [None] [NO] [NO]
#T1 - FAS_ST table CIDTABLE from driving view CLAKESVIEW
#T2 - FAS_ST table LAKEDIST from driving view CLAKESVIEW
VARIABLE DEFINITIONS -
1: INTEGER : YR1900 = YEAR + 1900
Figure 6. Page format settings, breakpoint settings, and variable
definitions for STATE FAS report CLAKESRP, as listed within the LAYOUT
and VARIABLES menus of the REPORT BUILDING screen of R:BASE 3.0.
STATE PAS SAMPLE CREEL REPORT
OF VIEW 'CLAXESVIEW' DISPLAYING LAKES CREELED
FOR SPECIFIED YEAR(S) BY REGION AND DISTRICT
10/18/90
IMPOUNDMENT CREELED ACREAGE DAY/NIGHT
YEAR - 1988
REGION - 3
DISTRICT - 8
LAKE MINGO
YEAR - 1989
REGION - 3
DISTRICT - 8
CLINTON LAKE
WELDON SPRINGS
DISTRICT - 9
WALNUT POINT LAKE
170 acres
4895 acres
29 acres
58 acres
Figure 7. Sample output from the FAS_ST report CLAKESRP,
printed with the condition of " WHERE D_N = 'D' AND YEAR > 87
AND REGION = 3 ".
PAGE 1
DAY
DAY
DAY
DAY
STATE FAS SAMPLE CREEL REPORT
OF VIEW 'CLAKESVIEW' DISPLAYING LAKES CREELED
FOR SPECIFIED YEAR(S) BY REGION AND DISTRICT
10/18/90
IMPOUNDMENT CREELED ACREAGE DAY/NIGHT
YEAR - 1988
REGION - 1
DISTRICT - 3
ARGYLE LAKE
REGION - 4
DISTRICT - 10
PITTSFIELD LAKE
DISTRICT - 11
LAKE SANGCHRIS
95 acres
NIGHT
241 acres
NIGHT
1970 acres
NIGHT
REGION - 5
DISTRICT - 16
DOLAN STATE LAKE
DISTRICT - 17
MERMET STATE LAKE
71 acres
452 acres
YEAR - 1989
REGION - 4
DISTRICT - 10
PITTSFIELD LAKE
DISTRICT - 11
LAKE JACKSONVILLE
LAKE SANGCHRIS
241 acres
NIGHT
476 acres
1970 acres
NIGHT
NIGHT
REGION - 5
DISTRICT - 16
DOLAN STATE LAKE 71 acres
Figure 8. Sample output from the FAS_ST report CLAKESRP,
printed with the condition of " WHERE D_N = 'N' AND YEAR > 87 ".
PAGE 1
NIGHT
NIGHT
NIGHT
ILAYOUT PRINT STYLE GO TO VARIABLES DRAW MANAGE REPORT EXIT
......... 1 ............... ...... ..................... ... 3 . . . .. .  ........ .... ... .... .. ......... 7....
RH STATE FAS SAMPLE CREEL REPORT
RH TOTAL EFFORT AND HARVEST DATA PER ACRE FOR
RH SPECIFIED COMPLETE CREELS - ALL ANGLERS
RH S(1) E
RH
PH IMPOUNDMENT(S) PAGE S( 2)E
PH DAY/NIGHT CREEL YEAR
PH TOTAL EFFORT 95% CONFIDENCE TOTAL HARVEST 95% CONFIDENCE
PH PER ACRES (HRS) INTERVAL RANGE NO. FISH/ACRE INTERVAL RANGE
PH
H1 S (3) E S(4)E acres
H2 DAY - S(5)E
H3 S(6)E SAMPLING RATIO - S(7)E
H3 S( 8 )E ( S( 9 )E - S(1O)E) S(1 1 )E (S( 12)E -S(13)E)
H3
RH - Report header section
PH - Page header section
H1 to H3 -Break header sections
S - Starting point of a column or variable display field
E - End point of a display field
(1)- System variable *DATE
(2)- System variable *PAGE
(3) - Column LAKE from table CIDTABLE of view HARVEFF
(4) - Column C-ACRES from table CIDTABLE of view HARVEFF
(5) - Column DAYNIGHT from table DNTEXT of viewHARVEFF
(6) - Variable YEAR 19
(7) - Column SRATIO from table CIDTABLE of view HARVEFF; PICT. FORMAT: 99.00
(8) - Variable EPA; PICTURE FORMAT: 999.00
(9) - Variable LCE; PICTURE FORMAT: [^19999.00
(10) - Variable UCE; PICTURE FORMAT: [(]999.00
(1 ) - Variable HPA; PICTURE FORMAT: 9999.00
(12) - Variable LCH; PICTURE FORMAT: [1]9999.00
(13) - Variable UCH; PICTURE FORMAT: [^]9999.00
Figure 9. Report editor page for the STATE FAS sample report HARVEFF, from
the R:Base 3.0 REPORTS module.
PAGE SETTINGS -
Lines Per Page............... 60
Remove Initial Carriage Return..... [NO]
Manual Break Reset ........... [NO]
Clear Variables After Printing. .. [YES]
Page Footer Line Number......... 0
Form feeds before report header.... [YES]
Form feeds after report header.....: [NO]
Form feeds before report footer.... [NO]
Form feeds before report footer .... [NO]
CUSTOMIZE BREAKPOINTS -
BREAKPOINTS
Break
Column
#T1 .LAKE
#T1.D_N
#T1.YEAR
[None]
[None]
[None]
[None]
[None]
[None]
[None]
Variable
Reset
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]
[YES]
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]
[NO][NO]
FORM FEEDS
Before
Header
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]
#T1 - FAS_ST table CIDTABLE from driving view HARVEFF
VARIABLE DEFINITIONS -
EPA =
LCE =
UCE =
HPA =
LCH =
UCH =
YEAR19
TANGHR /C_ACRES
(TANGHR - (SETANGHR * TVTANGHR)) / C_ACRES
(TANGHR + (SETANGHR * TVTANGHR)) / C_ACRES
TOTFISH / CACRES
(TOTFISH - (SETOTFISH * TVTOTFISH)) / C_ACRES
(TOTFISH - (SETOTFISH * TVTOTFISH)) / C_ACRES
SYEAR +1900
Figure 10. Page format settings, breakpoint settings, and
variable definitions for STATE FAS report HARVEFF, as listed
within the LAYOUT and VARIABLES menus of the REPORT
BUILDING screen of R:BASE 3.0.
Page
Breaki
Break2
Break3
Break4
Break5
Break6
Break7
Break8
Break9
Break 10
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
INTEGER
STATE FA8 SAMPLE CREEL REPORT
TOTAL EFFORT AND HARVEST DATA PER ACRE FOR
SPECIFIED COMPLETE CREELS - ALL ANGLERS
10/18/90
IMPOUNDMENT(8)
DAY /NIGHT CREEL
TOTAL EFFORT
PER ACRE (HRS)
YEAR
95% CONFIDENCE TOTAL HARVEST
L INTERVAL RANGE NO. FISH/ACRE
PAGE 1
95% CONFIDENCE
INTERVAL RANGE
SANGCHRIS
DAY
1970 acres
1987 SAMPLING RATIO - 12.71
85.70 ( 69.27 - 102.12) 13.76 ( 10.81
1988 SAMPLING RATIO - 18.36
73.91 ( 68.34 - 79.48 ) 24.59 ( 20.60
1989 SAMPLING RATIO - 21.53
103.30 ( 98.06 - 108.55) 27.78 ( 24.01
- 16.71 )
S28.59 )
- 31.55 )
NIGHT
1987
2.57 ( 1.47
1988
4.23 ( 2.65
1989
10.37 ( 8.61
SAMPLING RATIO - 12.50
- 3.68 ) 0.41 ( 0.10
SAMPLING RATIO - 11.79
- 5.82 ) 1.41 ( 0.51
SAMPLING RATIO - 14.67
- 12.14 ) 2.08 ( 1.33
Figure 11. Sample output from the FAS_ST report HARVEFF,
printed with the condition of " WHERE LAKE EQ 'SANGCHRIS' ".
0.72 )
2.32 )
2.83 )
